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Mist

Low-anchored cloud,

Newfoundland air,

Fountain head and source of rivers,

Dew-cloth, dream drapery,

And napkin spread by fays;

Drifting meadow of the air,

Where bloom the dasied banks and violets,

And in whose fenny labyrinth

The bittern booms and heron wades;

Spirit of the lake and seas and rivers,

Bear only purfumes and the scent

Of healing herbs to just men’s fields!

Henry David Thoreau (1817 - 1862)
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Chapter 1

Motivation, Aims and

Outline

1.1 Why Fog?

Fog impacts on a wide range of areas; it is a phenomenon with meteoro-

logical and climatological, economical and ecological, hygienic and aesthetic

ramifications, evasive and impenetrable, dispiriting and inspiration for po-

etry, all at the same time. From a scientific and socio-economical point of

view, fog is of importance as a modifier within the climate system, as an

obstruction to traffic and for its association with air quality impairment.

The presence of low clouds alters the radiative budget of the earth-

atmosphere system and thus has an important impact on climatic warming

(Houghton et al., 2001). Most commonly, low clouds are expected to have a

stronger cooling effect than clouds at higher altitudes, with slight latitudinal

effects (cf. the review by Stephens, 2005). This relationship is exemplified

in figure 1.1, where expected surface temperature change is shown for clouds

at three levels as a function of cloud thickness. The cooling effect is further

enhanced by the droplet number concentration within a cloud. Increased

(anthropogenic) production of aerosols in this way enhances cloud radiative

forcing and thus radiative cooling (’Twomey effect’, Twomey, 1977a; Duda

et al., 1996; Baker, 1997; Taylor et al., 2000). Generally, a reduced fre-

quency of low cloud occurrence is thought to enhance global warming, while

an increased frequency would probably slow down this process. Detailed cli-

matological information on fog and low cloud occurrence would therefore be

a significant contribution to climate change modelling (Duda et al., 1996).

Apart from these considerations concerning future effects, fog situations

present a very tangible obstruction to traffic at land, at sea and in the
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Figure 1.1: The effect of clouds at various altitudes on global warming/cooling

of the earth surface (∆TS) as a function of liquid water path (LWP) or ice water

path (IWP), a measure of cloud thickness. Low-level clouds (L) are expected to

have stronger cooling effects than higher-level clouds (M and H), as indicated by the

relative positions of the corresponding lines. The winter situation shown is valid

for 35◦N. Figure taken from Stephens & Webster (1981).

air (Andre et al., 2004; Pagowski et al., 2004). In a study centred on

Sydney airport, Leigh (1995) put the economic value of information on

both storms and low visibility events at around 7 million Australian dollars

(about 5.2 million US dollars at the time) per year for this airport alone.

In continental areas, fog is associated with air quality impairment. Espe-

cially in industrialised areas, air pollutants are trapped under temperature

inversions associated with fog. The bright top of the fog layer acts as a

cooling surface and delays the thermal dissipation of the inversion. Air pol-

lutants are frequently the nuclei in fog droplets and can be deposited in

large concentrations along with these. Severe winter smog episodes can be

closely related to fog occurrence (Jaeschke et al., 1998; Fuzzi et al., 1984;

Kraus & Ebel, 1989; Bendix, 1998, 2002).

Research and applications in climatology, traffic safety and air quality

studies equally depend on reliable information on fog occurrence. Ideally,

information on fog presence, persistence and properties is needed:

• At a high spatial resolution, in order to accurately map the effects and

impediments associated with fog.

• At a high temporal resolution (i.e., frequently updated), to allow for

continuous monitoring of the phenomenon in nowcasting systems, i.e.

schemes aimed at the assessment of the present state of meteorological

parameters, and very short-range forecasts (Browning, 1982).
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• For long time series, to allow for aggregate analysis and the study of

long-term effects.

This need has been widely recognised and led to a number of coopera-

tions and initiatives such as action 722 of the European Science Foundation

(ESF) Co-operation in the field of Scientific and Technical Research (COST)

programme, which is specifically concerned with the nowcasting and very

short-range forecasting of fog and low clouds (Jacobs et al., 2005).

In the light of these applications, reliable fog detection and mapping in

the way outlined above would be a fundamental contribution of great value

to the solution of many scientific and socio-economic problems.

1.2 Why Satellites?

Traditionally, fog detection is based on visibility observations at meteoro-

logical stations. These are either performed as subjective assessments by

individual observers or as measurements using transmission efficiency (trans-

missometers) (cf. WMO, 1996, for a detailed description of methods). In

the former case remarkable deviations in subjective visibility observations

need to be taken into account (Wanner & Kunz, 1983). More importantly

though, the most obvious drawback of station-based fog observations is their

spatial incoherence (Schulze-Neuhoff, 1976).

An obvious solution to this may be seen in the interpolation of these

measurements. However, as Wanner & Kunz (1983) note, fog is not a

consistent and continuous phenomenon like air pressure, making interpola-

tion very difficult. Some recent feasibility studies have underlined this point

(Hyvärinen, Finnish Meteorological Institute, personal communication 2005;

Tzanos, Meteo-France, personal communication 2005).

Numerical models are another possible approach to obtaining spatially

coherent information on fog distribution. Both two-dimensional (2D) and

three-dimensional (3D) models fulfil the basic requirement of providing spa-

tial information. However, no useful results are obtained during model spin-

up phase, which takes about 12 hours; temporal resolution after this stage is

poor (Müller, 2005; Masbou & Bott, 2006; Jacobs et al., 2005). While

existing models may therefore be well-suited for forecasts, they are not ap-

plicable to the time-critical near-real-time assessment of fog cover.

The obvious data source to fill this gap is satellite imagery. In the light of

the requirements outlined above, a satellite system is needed with both, good

spatial and temporal data resolutions. The latter criterion can only be met

by geostationary (GEO) systems. In the past, the spectral potential of GEO
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platforms, especially European systems, was very poor however, and only

low earth orbiting (LEO) satellite systems had the potential for fog detec-

tion. With the advent of the first Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) GEO

satellite this situation has improved markedly. The Spinning-Enhanced Vis-

ible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) aboard this platform provides 12 spectral

channels at a 15 minute repeat rate (see chapter 3 for a detailed description

of the system). With this new system, fog detection in a timely fashion and

with good spatial coverage may be possible for the first time.

1.3 Aim of this Work and Outline

The timely availability of fog distribution information has been mentioned

before as a requirement of a fog detection scheme. It is needed in near-

real-time (NRT) applications such as fog monitoring and nowcasting. Also,

for climatological evaluations, the continual buildup of a product data base

with accompanying aggregation is essential. The scheme to be developed

therefore has to be fully automated.

The need for automation has two main implications to be considered: a)

no subjective preselection of satellite scenes by visual inspection is possible,

the scheme must be very stable; b) the computation of the fog product

must be accomplished within a 15 minute time frame, following the satellite

system’s repeat rate.

Based on these considerations, the central theses of this work are:

• It is possible to devise a fog mapping scheme for operational (objective)

application, i.e. suitable for automated processing without prior scene

selection.

• MSG SEVIRI is suitable for fog detection. Its spectral potential allows

for the development of a new technique of this kind.

Accordingly, and addressing the needs and requirements identified, the cen-

tral aims of the present work are:

• To develop a technique suitable for the objective detection of fog in

satellite data, i.e. a Satellite-based Operational Fog Observation

Scheme (SOFOS ).

• To develop this scheme based on MSG SEVIRI data.

A methodology of this kind will be a valuable contribution in the fields

outlined above.
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The structure of this work is presented in figure 1.2. After a review of

fog processes and previous research, more detailed hypotheses and objectives

are introduced with the conceptual design of the newly developed scheme

in chapter 2. Satellite data, ancillary data and the operational processing

framework are introduced in chapter 3. Chapter 4 is at the core of this work

as it contains a detailed description of method development and implemen-

tation. Based on a discussion of the theoretical basis it introduces method

components in three steps. Literature of direct relevance to the develop-

ment of an individual method component is presented in the corresponding

section. An assessment of the scheme’s performance with validation studies

is presented in 5, followed by summary and outlook in chapter 6.

Figure 1.2: Structure of this work. Bold numbers on the left are chapter and

section numbers.

This research is embedded in the wider framework of the MSG Princi-

pal Investigator Research Announcement of Opportunity (RAO) programme

conducted by the European Space Agency (ESA) and the European Organ-

isation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT). It

is integrated into the ESF COST action 722 and a co-operation agreement

with the Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD) SatKlim Climate Monitoring unit.

The work also concurs with the main objective of the International Satellite

Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) to infer cloud properties from satellite
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data to enlighten the role of clouds in global climate interactions (Schiffer

& Rossow, 1983).



Chapter 2

Conceptual Design

This chapter introduces the design of the new scheme and places it in the

context of physical basics and existing techniques. In a first section, the fun-

damental processes governing fog are discussed as a foundation for satellite-

based fog detection. Then, existing schemes are introduced to identify weak-

nesses and shortcomings to be addressed in the newly developed method.

2.1 Fog Processes and Properties

An appraisal of fog processes and properties is a useful backdrop for the

design of a scheme intended to identify this meteorological phenomenon.

Concepts and characterisations of the meteorological phenomenon fog vary

slightly with the context of the studies in which they are found. There are

two main approaches to defining fog:

1. From a technical point of view, any situation with a visibility of 1 km

or less is defined as fog. This definition has a long tradition, is very

widely cited, and finds its main application in weather analysis at me-

teorological stations (e.g. Glickman, 2000; Roach, 1994; Taylor,

1917). By this definition, fog is not a cloud but rather a condition.

This condition may however (and normally does) arise from the ’geo-

graphical’ situation of a cloud being in touch with the ground (Houze,

1993; Bendix et al., 2005).

2. A second type of definition found in World Meteorological Organiza-

tion (WMO) manuals addresses fog as a physical phenomenon, i.e. a

“suspension of very small, usually microscopic water droplets in the

air, generally reducing the horizontal visibility at the earth’s surface

to less than 1 km” (WMO, 1992, 284). Here, reduced visibility is
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not the main criterion but rather a consequence of a fog cloud. Fog

droplets are characterised as having radii between 1 and 40µm (typ-

ically 10 – 20µm, Roach, 1994), which fall at velocities of no more

than approximately 5 cm s−1 (WMO, 1996).

While these definitions appear to be contradictory, they actually only

address the same phenomenon from different perspectives. Therefore, for

the purpose of the present study both definitions are combined. Fog is thus

defined as a cloud reducing visibility to 1 km or less at a given location. In

this light, ground fog is used to address a cloud with local ground contact.

Depending on its relative position to the terrain, the same very low cloud

may manifest itself as ground or hill fog in some high locations in touch

with the cloud, and as elevated fog in others without cloud ground contact.

The latter type of situation does not cause visibility impairment directly at

the surface, but very close to it, and thus is of great relevance as well, for

instance in aviation.

In order to more accurately appraise the properties of fog clouds, and

and as a basis for the new method to be developed, the consideration of

the dynamics leading to the formation of such as cloud is of use. The basic

processes will be presented in the following paragraphs.

The formation of any cloud is a function of the water vapour saturation

ratio. The liquid phase becomes more stable than the vapour phase when the

observed atmospheric water vapour pressure p′ surpasses its saturation value

ps. This situation is called supersaturation. ps depends on temperature, as

given by

ps = ps0 exp (
L

RvT0
(1 − T0/T )) [hPa] (2.1)

(Clausius-Clapeyron equation, Manton, 1983), where T [K] is the temper-

ature. The other terms are constant, with Rv [J kg−1K−1] the gas constant

for water vapour, L [J kg−1] the latent heat of vapourisation, T0 = 273.15K

and ps0 = 6.108hPa.

According to this relationship, cooling reduces ps and thus favours cloud

formation. Ideally, therefore, cloud development would be governed by tem-

perature alone. However, equation 2.1 is valid for level water bodies only.

Clouds on the other hand are composed of individual spherical droplets,

with a certain degree of surface tension. This property inhibits molecular

exchange and thus significantly elevates saturation pressure around spherical

liquid bodies, according to

pa = ps exp (2σ/RvTρla) [hPa] (2.2)
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(Kelvin equation according to Manton, 1983), with pa: saturation vapour

pressure for a droplet with radius a [cm], σ [J cm−2]: surface tension, and

ρl [kg cm−3] the density of liquid water.

Therefore, the smaller a droplet (a), the higher the saturation vapour

pressure pa. If the observed pressure p′ is less than pa, a droplet evaporates.

This means that especially small water droplets are prone to evaporation,

and cloud formation therefore requires a very large water vapour saturation

level.

However, the presence of soluble microscopic particles in the atmosphere

significantly reduces the saturation pressure in a process known as hetero-

geneous condensation. They act as condensation kernels and are known

as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). Raoult’s law relates the mole ratio of

solvent and solute to vapour pressure over a solution, according to

p′/ps = n0(n0 + ns)
−1 (2.3)

(Manton, 1983), with p′ the vapour pressure over the solution, n0 and ns

the numbers of solvent (water) and solute (CCN) molecules. At a constant

saturation vapour pressure, p′ therefore decreases with increasing solute con-

centration ns.

The effects of droplet curvature and CCN presence are summarised in

Köhler’s equation (Manton, 1983; Flossmann, 1998; Bott et al., 1990;

Henning et al., 2005). The equilibrium water vapour pressure pe over a

droplet with radius a and an equivalent nucleus (solute) radius an is given

by

pe = ps +

(

aσ

a
− c1

an

a

)

[hPa] (2.4)

(Köhler, 1936), where aσ = 2σ/RvTρl with ρl the density of liquid water,

and c1 proportional to the solute mole fraction.

The Köhler equation shows how surface tension increases and CCN con-

centration decreases the water vapour pressure over a spherical droplet and

both thus directly influence cloud formation processes.

These processes and determinants of cloud formation equally apply to

the special case of fog formation, i.e. cloud formation at or near the ground

surface. The following paragraphs explore in more detail the circumstances

of fog formation and present a typology of fog types.

As shown above, the following preconditions are conducive to fog forma-

tion:

• Presence of precipitable water (water vapour).
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• Presence of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN).

• Cooling of the air.

CCN can be assumed to be ubiquitous. As shown above, their concen-

tration modulates the humidity threshold at which condensation sets in.

Regarding the process of cooling of humid air, the heat budget of an atmo-

spheric layer can be expressed as

HT = HR +HE +HL +HA [K s−1] (2.5)

(Roach et al., 1976), with HT the locally observed rate of temperature

change, HR temperature change due to radiative flux divergence, HE sen-

sible heat eddy fluxes, HL latent heat fluxes, and HA advection of sensible

heat.

Cooling of humid air most frequently occurs either by local radiative

cooling (HR) or by mixing of air masses as a result of humidity or heat

advection (HA). Based on these processes the following main types of fog

are commonly identified:

Radiation Fog. The development of radiation fog is driven by radiative

cooling of a moist atmospheric layer near the surface. Once the ground

has cooled sufficiently by unobstructed longwave radiation through a

clear atmosphere, the air near the ground loses heat by radiative flux

divergence (HR). Light winds lead to a further loss of sensible heat

from the air to the ground. As the air continues cooling, an inver-

sion develops, which blocks further winds and deposition of develop-

ing drops as dew. With droplet formation, the surface of the fog layer

becomes the radiative surface and cools and thickens further, also fa-

cilitated by its high albedo (Houze, 1993; Oke, 1987; Roach, 1995,

1994; Brown & Roach, 2004).

Advection Fog. When warm humid air moves over a cool surface the dew-

point is reached and condensation sets in. A subsidence inversion de-

velops and the fog layer builds downwards from the inversion base. In

a similar way ’steam fog’ or ’warm water advection fog’ develops when

cold air is advected over a much warmer water surface (e.g. ice-free

lakes in winter) (Wanner, 1979; Oke, 1987; Roach, 1995; Matveev,

1984).

Frontal Fog. When air masses mix, frequently in warm fronts, condensa-

tion and stratus formation may set in. Where this stratus touches the

ground, a ground fog situation can be identified (Wanner, 1979).
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The presence of a temperature inversion at the fog top is the most promi-

nent feature shared by the different fog types. It constitutes the interface

between the cloud and the air masses above it. In addition to the cases in-

troduced here, fog can also occur in the form of ice fog, with hydrometeors

in the ice phase instead of water. This form is only common at high lati-

tudes. By definition, warm fog has temperatures above 0 ◦C, super-cooled

fog droplets are between 0 and -30 ◦C cold, and ice fog particles are colder

than -30 ◦C (Wanner, 1979; Oke, 1987). In this study, only warm fog as

the by far most common form will be considered.

In summary, fog dynamics as presented above suggest that for the pur-

pose of this study, fog can be addressed as a very low cloud made up of small

water droplets trapped under an inversion and thus with a homogeneous,

stratiform surface. Ground fog occurs where this cloud touches the surface.

These insights will be used as a basis for the present study.

2.2 Approaches to Fog Detection

In the following paragraphs, an overview of existing satellite-based fog de-

tection schemes is presented. Both, daytime and night algorithms are con-

sidered, their strengths and weaknesses highlighted. It must be noted that

in all of the schemes cited in this chapter, no distinction is made between

ground fog, elevated fog and other low clouds. Also, while most of the ap-

proaches are designed specifically for fog detection, others include a fog,

low stratus or low cloud class in the context of a wider cloud classification

scheme.

Fog identification is implemented either as a qualitative decision of an

informed observer, or quantitatively tied to statistical analysis or application

of a threshold value in hard classifications. In the latter case, thresholds are

determined in a number of ways: empirically, by histogram interpretation or

based on theory and radiative transfer modelling. The satellite data values

are then compared to the threshold to reach a decision on class membership:

v(a) ≥ vt(C) → a ∈ C (2.6)

with v(a) the data value at pixel a and vt(C) the threshold value for class

C.

Algorithms proposed for fog identification and more widely, cloud classi-

fication based on satellite data are manifold. A progression towards more so-

phisticated and computationally intensive approaches can be observed over

time and with improving spectral potential of the satellite sensors available.
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The algorithms very roughly fall into two categories:

1. Those designed for application on individual, pre-selected scenes. In

most of these cases, the automated separation of fog areas from other

clouds is not essential, because fog is predominant. Fog detection

therefore focuses on the rejection of clear areas. There are numerous

such methods, all of which deal with daytime fog detection.

2. Other schemes are suitable for automated, operational (i.e. objective)

processing. These need to reliably separate fog not only from clear

areas, but also from other cloud types. This type of scheme is available

for nighttime fog detection only.

Algorithms belonging to the former category are numerous and reach var-

ious degrees of complexity. The following paragraphs present an overview

of the non-operational fog detection techniques. These methods almost ex-

clusively use a channel in the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum

and therefore focus on daytime fog detection.

The simplest schemes make use of only one spectral band. Wanner

& Kunz (1983) thus identify fog by visual inspection of National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Advanced Very High Resolution

Radiometer (AVHRR) images. A similar qualitative approach is taken by

Greenwald & Christopher (2000) using Geostationary Operational En-

vironmental Satellite (GOES) data. Ahn et al. (2003) compare a clear-sky

radiance composite map with Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (GMS)

infrared images and radiance ranges expected for fog based on radiative

transfer calculations.

As the identification of surfaces at only one wavelength is prone to in-

clude unwanted features, such as other clouds with similar spectral proper-

ties or snow, textural image information has been included by some authors

as a further source of information. In this way, Güls & Bendix (1996) not

only apply minimum and maximum reflectance thresholds to the Meteosat

visible channel, but complement it with a test for spatial variance. Similarly,

Karlsson (1989) uses the texture of a 5 by 5 pixel infrared channel envi-

ronment to separate cloud types. However, these approaches are still very

limited by their use of only one spectral band offering limited distinction

between surfaces.

More commonly, a combination of two or more spectral channels is used

in a multispectral classification. Many techniques are based on a combina-

tion of a channel in the visible range and one in the infrared (around 11µm).

Two-dimensional histogram analysis is performed on the basis of Meteosat
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and NOAA AVHRR data by several authors (Billing et al., 1980; Simmer

et al., 1982; Liljas, 1981; Porcu & Levizzani, 1992). More advanced

techniques of pattern recognition were introduced at a later stage; Kiet-

zig (1991) uses spectral similarities of neighbouring pixels to enhance the

classification scheme, Pankiewicz (1995) and Pankiewicz (1997) apply a

neural network approach to Meteosat visible and infrared data.

However, not only do these tests perform poorly at the separation of

cloud and snow areas due to similar spectral behaviour of both surfaces;

they also do not attain a proper discrimination between low stratus and

other cloud types, even after the inclusion of a near-infrared channel (1.6µm)

(Liljas, 1982; Dyras, 2000), so that only manually selected scenes can be

processed. The same applies to an algorithm presented by Bendix & Bach-

mann (1991) and Bendix (1995). In their approach, the middle infrared

(MIR) signal (around 4µm) is subtracted from the infrared (IR) signal.

Since only the former contains a reflective component and clouds have a

larger reflection than clear areas, the radiance difference is smaller for clouds.

However, although the separation of fog from clear ground works well in this

way, the distinction from other cloud types remains an unsolved problem at

daytime.

The only algorithm truly suitable for operational fog detection is a

nighttime-only method and was first applied by Eyre et al. (1984). The

authors take the difference in radiances at 10.8 and 3.7µm (MIR) at night

as an indication for fog presence. In essence, this technique identifies clouds

with predominantly small droplets. It is based on differences in emissivity

between infrared and middle infrared wavelengths as a function of cloud

droplet size as presented by Hunt (1973). This relationship is shown in fig-

ure 2.1 for clouds of various optical depths (a measure of cloud thickness, cf.

section 4.1.2). It can be seen that emissivity differences between both wave-

lengths are much larger for small droplets (effective radius = 4µm in the

example) than for larger droplets (effective radius = 10µm). This principle

is used to identify small-droplet clouds in satellite imagery. While the origi-

nal scheme produced colour composites for interpretation by a forecaster, a

threshold value was soon introduced to obtain a classification. The method

has since been widely used by numerous authors and on a wide range of plat-

forms (Turner et al., 1986; Allam, 1987; D’Entremont & Thomason,

1987; Bendix & Bachmann, 1991; Derrien et al., 1993; Bendix, 1995;

Ellrod, 1995; Lee et al., 1997; Reudenbach & Bendix, 1998; Putsay

et al., 2001; Bendix, 2002; Underwood et al., 2004). This method has been

shown to provide accurate detection of small-droplet clouds in the studies

cited, with clear separations of low stratus from cloud-free regions, snow and
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other clouds. The scheme has also successfully been ported to MSG SEVIRI

(Cermak et al., 2004).
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Figure 2.1: Emissivities as a function of droplet size and wavelength vs. cloud

optical depth, after Hunt (1973). ε is the emissivity at wavelength λ, ∆ε the differ-

ence in emissivities. The panel on the left hand side shows the emissive behaviour

for an effective droplet radius of 4µm, the right hand side for 10µm.

However, due to its use of a channel in the MIR region, the algorithm

can only be applied at night. At daytime, solar radiation mixes into the

signal at 3.7µm (cf. figure 2.3, upper part). Cloud emissivity and droplet

size can therefore no longer be inferred. The obvious solution for applying

this method at daytime would be a correction of the MIR signal, i.e. the

attempt to remove the solar component of the signal. Assuming similar

emissivities in the middle (MIR) and thermal IR, the thermal component

of the MIR signal is commonly computed by substituting the IR brightness

temperature into the Planck function (cf. chapter 3):

Lt
MIR =

2hc2

λ5
c,MIRe

hc/λckTIR − 1
[W m−2 µm−1] (2.7)

with Lt
MIR the thermal part of MIR spectral irradiance, h [J s] the Planck

constant, c [ms−1] the speed of light, λc,MIR [µm] the effective central wave-

length of the MIR channel, k [J K−1] the Boltzmann constant, and TIR [K]

the thermal IR blackbody temperature. However, this approach is imprac-

tical for small droplet clouds as here the assumption of similar emissivities

at both wavelengths is invalid (Hunt, 1973, cf. figure 2.1, left hand panel).

Therefore, the solar component of the signal cannot be removed and this

approach not be applied for daytime fog detection.

In summary, while advances have been made in satellite-based fog detec-

tion with improving sensors, a solid scheme for small-droplet cloud detection

is only available for nighttime data so far. The daytime techniques in ex-
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istence do not accomplish a satisfactory discrimination between fog, other

clouds and snow, and can thus not be used in operational fog detection.

A stable scheme applicable at daytime is still alack and will have to be an

entirely new development.

Further to not presenting a feasible solution to daytime fog detection,

the approaches introduced above do not distinguish between low-level clouds

with and without ground contact. Therefore, a separation between elevated

fog and ground fog is not possible. While the schemes presented are two-

dimensional (2D) only, information on cloud geometry would be needed in

order to distinguish between low clouds and ground fog.

2.3 SOFOS Design

The theses stated in chapter 1 were that a) an operational fog mapping

scheme can be developed on the basis of satellite data and b) MSG SEVIRI

has the spectral potential for this. The review presented above shows that

existing satellite-based fog detection schemes fail in two central areas:

• No operationally applicable scheme is available for daytime fog detec-

tion. The schemes that do exist fail to separate fog from other clouds

and thus can only be applied to pre-selected scenes.

• No distinction is offered between elevated fog and ground fog. None

of the existing schemes, including night and daytime approaches, sep-

arate ground fog from other low clouds.

These shortcoming have very much limited the usability of satellite-based

fog detection up to now. To overcome them, the following hypotheses are

put forth based on the review of fog processes and properties presented

above:

1. The delineation of very low stratus from other surfaces can be per-

formed by explicitly addressing its main physical and spatial proper-

ties as identified above: Fog can be addressed as a very low stratiform

water cloud with small droplets limited by an inversion and thus a

fairly homogeneous top.

The problem of surface separation is visualised in figure 2.2. Cloudy

surfaces need to be discriminated from clear areas, and very low stratus

clouds have to be singled out from the former.
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Other cloud

Thin cirrus
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Figure 2.2: Concept I: Low stratus delineation requires the separation of competing

surfaces in the 2-dimensional domain.

2. A discrimination between ground fog and other very low stratus clouds

can be achieved based on cloud geometry information. This is based

on the assumption that ground fog can be addressed as a cloud with

ground contact. A decision on ground contact can be reached by

comparing surface elevation zs and cloud base height zb, given by

zb = zt − ∆z [m] (2.8)

with zt [m] cloud top height and ∆z [m] cloud geometrical thickness.

Thus zt and ∆z need to be known (cf. figure 2.3).

3. The criteria for very low stratus and ground fog detection stated above

are of a sufficient solidity to allow operational application of a newly

developed scheme. On this basis, it is possible to automatically single

out fog-covered pixels from any unknown satellite data set.

The design of the new scheme needs to follow and incorporate these hy-

potheses. Thus, the aim of developing a Satellite-Based Operational Fog

Observation Scheme (SOFOS, see chapter 1) is complemented with the fol-

lowing scientific objectives:

• Develop a technique for the delineation of very low stratus areas in

satellite imagery at daytime.

• Develop a technique for the determination of very low stratus geometry

and thus cloud ground contact.
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Figure 2.3: Concept II: Ground fog detection requires knowledge of cloud geometry,

i.e. 3-dimensional information on the cloud, including its boundaries (zt and zb)

and thickness (∆z), and surface elevation zs. These properties manifest themselves

in the shortwave and longwave radiation transferred from the cloud to the satellite

sensor (see chapter 4).

A third, technical objective is to develop an operational framework for

the near-real-time processing of SEVIRI data and product generation. While

this is not part of the scientific scope of this work, it forms an integral part

and indispensable precondition for the success of the new scheme.

The development of the Satellite-based Operational Fog Observation

Scheme (SOFOS) is governed by these objectives. An overview of the

scheme’s design is presented in figure 2.4. This figure shows the components

of the scheme and their embedding into the operational framework. The

latter handles preprocessing of satellite data and provides an environment

for fog product generation.

As a study region, an area comprising large parts of Western and Central

Europe was chosen (see figure 2.5). This region is ideally suited for this study

for the following reasons:

• Different types of fog can be found in this region, so that a scheme

developed here will be transferable to other areas.

• The spatial domain is sufficiently large to ensure the scheme is of

supra-local validity.
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Figure 2.4: Overview of SOFOS. The major steps, Very low stratus delineation

and very low stratus geometry retrieval are embedded in an operational context.

SOFOS components are introduced in detail in chapter 4, the operational frame is

presented in chapter 3.
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• The availability of both satellite and validation data is comparatively

good (see chapter 3).

• Most member countries of COST action 722 (cf. chapter 1) are cov-

ered, so the new method can be fully integrated into this domain.
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Figure 2.5: Approximate study area, presented as a clear sky broadband surface

reflection map (cf. chapter 3) for a summer day. This map, as most other satellite

maps in this work, is presented in a Lambert conic projection, with the origin at

0◦, and standard parallels at 40 and 60◦N.

The entire scheme was developed in Fortran 90 and runs on a standard

Linux PC. Its modular structure allows for the effortless inclusion of ad-

ditional components or satellite systems in the future. For near-real-time

processing, the scheme provides for the distribution of processes on sev-

eral machines. In the presented form, two standard PCs easily manage the

workload involved.



Chapter 3

Data, Models and

Operational Framework

This chapter provides an overview of all the data and models used in the

present study. First, the MSG SEVIRI satellite system is introduced. In

the second section, ancillary data and models used in this study are pre-

sented. The third section describes the newly developed operational frame-

work together with the techniques used for satellite data processing (such as

calibration and regional sub-setting). Finally, some enhanced and adapted

preliminary satellite products used as preconditions for the new method are

presented in the last section.

3.1 Satellite Data – The MSG SEVIRI System

With increasing user demands and improving technical possibilities, the Me-

teosat Second Generation (MSG) series of meteorological satellites was de-

signed in the last decade of the 20th century. After a commissioning phase of

about one year, the first of a planned three MSG systems, MSG 1, became

operational in early 2004. It has since then been known as ’Meteosat 8’.

The identical MSG 2 satellite is now in standby orbit and will replace the

current system as Meteosat 9. MSG 3, the last in the series, is planned

to remain in operation until about 2015, so that continuity is provided for

(Munro et al., 2002; Schmetz et al., 2002; Schumann et al., 2002).

The MSG satellites carry two sensors: the Global Earth Radiation Bud-

get (GERB) instrument and the Spinning-Enhanced Visible and Infrared

Imager (SEVIRI). GERB, as its name reveals, is intended to study the

earth’s radiation budget, and is equipped with one shortwave and one long-

wave band (Mueller et al., 1999; Sandford et al., 2003; Harries &
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Crommelynck, 1999).

SEVIRI on the other hand is designed for the continuous monitoring of

the earth-atmosphere system. At a repeat rate of 15 minutes data is collected

in 12 spectral bands (see table 3.1). The satellite is centred at 3.4 ◦ W; one

scan cycle covers the hemisphere seen from this point (see figure 3.1).

Band No. λc λmin λmax Main Absorber/Window

1 0.64 0.56 0.71 Window

2 0.81 0.74 0.88 Window

3 1.64 1.50 1.78 Window

4 3.90 3.48 4.36 Window

5 6.25 5.35 7.15 Water vapour

6 7.35 6.85 7.85 Water vapour

7 8.70 8.30 9.10 Window

8 9.66 9.38 9.94 Ozone

9 10.80 9.80 11.80 Window

10 12.00 11.00 13.00 Window

11 13.40 12.40 14.40 CO2

12 (Broadband) ∼ 0.4 ∼ 1.1 Window, water vapour

Table 3.1: SEVIRI channels, (Schmetz et al., 2002, modified). λc: central

wavelength, λmin and λmax: lower and upper wavelength limits (all in µm).

Channel 12, the High Resolution Visible (HRV) channel, has a spatial

resolution of 1.67 km. With an oversampling factor of 1.67 this yields a

sampling distance of 1 km at sub-satellite point. The other channels feature

spatial resolutions of 4.8 km, yielding a 3 km sampling distance at nadir with

an oversampling factor of 1.6 (Aminou et al., 1999; Aminou, 2002; Pili,

2000; Schmetz et al., 2002).

3.2 Ancillary Data and Models

The development and validation of the new method required the use of some

data and models in addition to the satellite data described above. These

are briefly introduced in this section.

3.2.1 Synoptical Data

For validation of the scheme, METeorological Aerodrome Report (METAR)

data was used. By international convention, large and medium size airports
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Figure 3.1: SEVIRI spatial coverage, presented as a false-colour composite image

(1.6µm: red, 0.8µm: green, 0.6µm: blue). Image taken on 30 September 2004 at

1100 UTC. The approximate study area (cf. figure 2.5) is indicated in yellow.

around the world publish reports in this format at least hourly. The full

convention is outlined in WMO (1995). Although the contents of a METAR

vary, most commonly the following parameters are reported:

• Temperature at 2 m above ground

• Dew point temperature

• Wind speed

• Wind direction

• Precipitation type

• Cloud cover

• Cloud base height (ceiling)

• Visibility

• Barometric pressure

The two parameters used in this study are visibility and cloud ceiling

height (chapter 5). These parameters are retrieved either automatically or

estimated by human observers at each station. Light detection and ranging
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(Lidar) ceilometers are commonly used for automated cloud base height

retrieval. These instruments emit a laser beam and measure the reflection by

the cloud base. Visibility (“meteorological optical range”) is often obtained

using transmissometers. The transmission of light through a volume of air is

measured between a transmitter and a receiver component of the instrument

(WMO, 1996).

The reasons for using METAR data rather than other synoptic data are

explained in context in chapter 5. Figure 3.2 shows the sites producing

METARs within the study region.
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Figure 3.2: Sites of airports with METAR within the study region (dots). Lo-

cation data according to United States National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCAR).

3.2.2 Digital Elevation Model

A digital elevation model (DEM) is a digital representation of surface height

on a raster grid. The GTOPO30 DEM provided by the United States Geo-
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logical Survey (USGS, 1993) was re-sampled to MSG viewing geometry. A

bilinear interpolation was performed. With an original sampling distance of

30 arc seconds, roughly corresponding to 1 km, the resolution of the DEM

is sufficient for use with SEVIRI data. Re-sampling was done for both, the

HRV channel and the 3 km channels. Also, a binary land-sea mask was

extracted from this data.

3.2.3 Radiative Transfer Model

A radiative transfer model is used with the main purpose to simulate radi-

ances received at the satellite sensor for a variety of atmospheric situations

(cf. chapter 4). A range of well-tested radiative transfer models are available

for this type of application, among these 6s (Vermote et al., 1997), LOW-

TRAN (Low resolution transmittance code, Kneizys et al., 1988), MOD-

TRAN (Moderate resolution transmittance code, Snell et al., 1995), RT-

TOV (Radiative Transfer for TOVS, Saunders et al., 2002) and Streamer

(Key & Schweiger, 1998). Out of these, Streamer was chosen because it

is the only model meeting all of the following requirements:

• Provision for both, longwave and shortwave computations

• Detailed parameterisation of cloud situations

• Inclusion of sensor-specific response functions

• Direct computation of radiances, reflectances and blackbody temper-

atures

• Flexible choice of atmospheric profiles to be used

Radiance computations in Streamer use the discrete ordinate solver, DIS-

ORT (Discrete ordinates radiative transfer, Stamnes et al., 1988), water

cloud parameterisation follows Hu & Stamnes (1993), ice clouds are imple-

mented after Fu & Liou (1993). As the SEVIRI channels have a compara-

tively large spectral width, they can easily be represented using the spectral

bands implemented in Streamer (based on Slingo & Schrecker, 1982).

3.3 FMet: An Operational Framework Including

Data Processing

The automated handling of satellite and ancillary data requires an opera-

tional framework. This section introduces the programs developed to pro-

vide this and details the procedures involved.
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MSG SEVIRI data has been received at the Marburg Satellite Sta-

tion (MSS) since 2003, when MSG 1 was still in the commissioning phase

(Reudenbach et al., 2004; Bendix et al., 2003). The raw data provided is

referred to as level 1.5 data (EUMETSAT, 2005b). Since this data does not

have a geophysical meaning it cannot be used directly in product generation.

The Framework for Meteosat data processing (FMet) toolbox has been

newly developed specifically for this study to provide both, a framework

for the processing of SEVIRI data and a logistic wrapper for operational

product generation. An overview of this scheme with its modules is given

in figure 3.3. Within FMet, level 1.5 data is transformed into elementary

geophysical (level 2.0) and higher level (3.0) products.

FMet is fully configurable. Options include: the satellite channels to be

processed; the calibration level desired for each channel; products required;

free configuration of all relevant parameters and settings for each routine.

The program can be run in online (i.e. operational processing) and offline

(i.e. reprocessing of saved data) modes. The FMet modules shown in fig-

ure 3.3, MetGet, MetGeo, MetCal, MetProd and MetOut, are described in

detail in the following. Some of these modules combine several small pro-

gram utilities, each of which adds to the task of the module. These utilities

are given in italics and also shown in the overview figure.

3.3.1 MetGet: Raw Data Handling and Import

In a first module, MetGet, raw data conversion, import and regional sub-

setting is performed. Level 1.5 data is thus made accessible for higher level

product generation. The High Rate Information Transmission (HRIT) raw

data stream received contains wavelet encrypted, compressed and segmented

imagery. In a first step, the individual channels of a scene therefore need to

be decrypted, decompressed and concatenated (EUMETSAT, 2001, 2003).

Decryption is performed by the EUMETSAT Broadcast system for Envi-

ronmental Data (EUMETCast) Client Software (EUMETSAT, 2004), with

a hardware device, the EUMETCast Key Unit (EKU). Wavelet decompres-

sion requires a software package available under license from EUMETSAT.

This software is incorporated in the xrit2pic package (Alblas, 2006), which

also handles image concatenation. MetGet controls the operation of xrit2pic

and captures its output for further use. The image concatenated by xrit2pic

is then converted from pgm (pixel grey map) to a flat binary format with

geometry information in separate text files by the pgm2rst utility. The EU-

METCast software and xrit2pic are the only external components used in

the entire FMet scheme. All other utilities were newly developed for the
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Figure 3.3: Overview of the FMet scheme. Explanations see text.
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present study.

After the image data has been made available in this way, the readmeta

utility extracts ancillary information from the original HRIT file headers (cf.

CGMS, 1999; EUMETSAT, 2003, 2005a,b). This meta data includes in-

formation on channel radiometric calibration, geolocation and scene timing,

among others. These descriptors are saved for later use.

Finally, based on user-defined settings, a region of interest is cut by

cutimg from all channels and also from any ancillary data files provided

(including a digital elevation model, see above). This region is set in the

main FMet configuration file.

3.3.2 MetGeo: Geolocation and Geometry

SEVIRI images are available in a normalised geostationary projection ac-

cording to CGMS (1999). This projection is defined in relation to the

sub-satellite (nadir) longitude φn (3.4◦W in the case of MSG). The view

point (satellite) is assumed to be located perfectly above the equator and

exactly at φn. The distance between viewer and earth centre is assumed

to be 42164 km, the earth is approximated as an oblate rotational ellipsoid

with a polar radius of 6356.5838 km and an equatorial radius of 6378.1690 km

(CGMS, 1999).

A Cartesian frame (s1, s2, s3) is introduced with its origin at the satellite

position. s1 points to the centre of the earth, s3 is directed northwards. In

this system, geostationary coordinates (c, r) are translated to intermediate

coordinates (x, y) using offset and scaling factors provided in the HRIT data

header record. The intermediate coordinates can be translated to longitude

(φe) and latitude (λe) as follows:

φe = arctan

(

s2
s1

)

+ φn (3.1)

λe = arctan

(

1.006803s3
sxy

)

(3.2)

with φe the terrestrial longitude at location x, y and sxy =
√

s21 + s22 (CGMS,

1999).

The geolocation accuracy for SEVIRI is better than 3 km at nadir and

better than 0.75 km within a 16 by 16 pixel environment. The relative image-

to-image collocation accuracy displays a root mean square error (RMSE) of

1.2 km (Schmetz et al., 2002).
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For each image coordinate (x, y), φe and λe are computed in this way and

saved in corresponding data sets for use by succeeding programs. Likewise,

satellite and solar geometry, i.e. zenith and azimuth angles are calculated.

3.3.3 MetCal: Image Calibration

Image calibration converts level 1.5 raw image counts to geophysically mean-

ingful parameters (level 2.0 products). These are spectral radiance, black

body temperature (thermal channels) and reflectance (solar channels).

For each channel i the conversion of raw image counts Ci to spectral

radiance Ii is performed by

Ii = Cisi + oi [W m−2 sr−1 cm] (3.3)

with scaling (si) and offset (oi) factors derived from on-board blackbody

calibration.

For the thermal channels, equivalent blackbody temperatures (Ti) are

computed using an analytic relationship with observed radiances based on

the inverted Planck function:

Ti =

[

C2νci/ ln

(

C1ν
3
ci

Ii
+ 1

)

−Bi

]

/Ai [K] (3.4)

with the radiation constants C1 = 2πhc2 and C2 = (hc)/k, where c [ms−1]:

speed of light, h [Js]: Planck constant, and k [J K−1]: Boltzmann constant.

νci [cm−1] is the central wavenumber for channel i, Ai and Bi [K] are con-

stants derived in non-linear regression for each channel.

For the shortwave channels, reflectance ri is computed as follows:

ri =
Ii

Ei cos(θ0)
(3.5)

with θ0 the solar zenith angle and Ei [W m−2 cm] the spectrally integrated

extraterrestrial irradiance for channel i. The latter was derived by polyno-

mial interpolation of extraterrestrial solar spectral radiance data (presented

in Wehrli, 1985, 1986).

3.3.4 MetProd: Operational Product Generation

Based on the level 2.0 products produced by MetGeo and MetCal, higher

level (3.0) product generation is implemented in FMet. The central product

naturally is the fog classification, computed by the SOFOS algorithms.

The fog detection routines are preceded by a set of supplementary al-

gorithms that produce input required by the fog detection scheme. These
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include various albedo and temperature products as well as precipitable wa-

ter column. Full descriptions of the auxiliary satellite products are given in

section 3.4.

The integration into FMet of all products and product components is

handled dynamically; the choice of products to be computed for each scene

is implemented as a freely configurable parameter. Also, additional products

can be added at any time.

3.3.5 MetOut: Output Formatting

In the MetOut module products of any processing stage can optionally be

passed to post-processing, e.g. for presentation. Options are:

• The asprop utility extracts product information for individual pixels,

e.g. for inter-comparison with point data or for localised time series

generation.

• For conversion of output images to common desktop publishing for-

mats r2d was developed. This program supports a range of colour

palettes, annotations and legend formats. Selected products are rou-

tinely converted for later use.

• With imgproject, the images can be transformed from the geostation-

ary to other projections. This step is performed only after processing,

because of the information loss (pixel redundancy and gaps) incurred

in re-sampling.

3.4 Auxiliary Satellite Products

A number of auxiliary products are needed by some of the algorithms pre-

sented in chapter 4. Their computation is performed within the MetProd

module of FMet (cf. above and figure 3.3). The procedures and considera-

tions involved in the derivation of these partly adapted and partly enhanced

products are considered in the following.

Broadband albedo. Planetary albedo is the ratio of flux density reflected

to space (F ↑ [W m−2]) to incident solar flux density (F� [W m−2]) at

a given solar zenith angle θ0 (µ0 = cos(θ0)):

A(µ0) =
F ↑
µ0F�

(3.6)
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The reflectance values computed for the individual SEVIRI channels

only represent the reflectance in a particular wavelength interval (satel-

lite band). From these narrow bands, the planetary albedo, or broad-

band albedo, needs to be computed. A multitude of methods for the

conversion of shortwave channel reflectances to broadband albedo have

been proposed for various satellite instruments (for an extensive com-

pilation and review cf. Liang, 2001). Most of these are either based

on regression or on radiative transfer modelling.

For MSG SEVIRI, Clerbaux et al. (2006) present a parameterisa-

tion derived from systematic comparisons with data from the Clouds

and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) instrument. Their

approach includes reflectance information from all SEVIRI shortwave

channels, the solar zenith angle and the sun glint angle, as

Asw = c0 + c1a0.6 + c2a
2
0.6 + c3a0.8 + c4a1.6 + c5θ0 + c6(−ψ) (3.7)

(Clerbaux et al., 2006), where c1 to c6 are the regression parameters,

θ0 is the solar zenith angle and −ψ the sun glint angle, with ψ the

scattering angle.

The parameters are presented for five difference surfaces (’bright veg-

etation’, ’dark vegetation’, ’bright desert’, ’dark desert’, ’ocean’). Eu-

rope is almost entirely covered by ’bright vegetation’ by their classi-

fication so that this parameterisation was uniformly implemented for

broadband albedo retrieval. Clerbaux et al. (2006) give a root mean

square error of 4.64% for this class.

Clear sky reflectance. The clear sky reflectance product is a composite

of the most recent surface reflectance values available for each picture

element and channel (cf. equation 3.5). While each scene is processed,

the reflectance values of all pixels flagged as clear (full description of

cloud detection method in chapter 4) are transferred to the clear sky

reflectance map, replacing older values stored in the product. In this

way a continually updated clear sky reflectance can be made available

to other routines (see chapter 4). The computation is performed for

all shortwave channels and broadband albedo. A sample product for

a summer scene is presented in figure 2.5.

Precipitable Water Content. A number of approaches have been pro-

posed for the quantification of the precipitable water vapour column

U . This parameter expresses the mass of atmospheric water vapour
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per area above the earth surface and is needed for surface skin tem-

perature computation (see below). It is defined as

U =

∫ H

0
ρaqdz [g cm−2] (3.8)

(Matveev, 1984), with ρa [gm−3] air density and q [%] air humidity

in the sub-interval dz [m]. H is the total height of the column.

Most published approaches for precipitable water vapour retrieval make

use of the so-called ’split-window’ channels at 11 and 12µm. The dif-

ference in radiances between both channels is a function of atmospheric

absorption and, to a lesser degree, differences in surface emissivity.

The latter is commonly neglected and emittance assumed to be near

unity. The former is of major importance, with the water vapour ex-

tinction cross section about twice as great at 12µm (Chesters et al.,

1983).

A range of algorithms have been proposed for application on various

systems. The majority are parameterisations based on radiative trans-

fer calculations for specific instruments.

Choudhury et al. (1995) propose

U =
T10.8 − T12.0 + 0.14

0.047
[g cm−2] (3.9)

for AVHRR, with Tλ [K] the blackbody temperature at wavelength

λ[µm]. Ulivieri (1985) use

U =
T10.8 − T12.6

T10.8 − T11.9
−A/B [g cm−2] (3.10)

on Visible and Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer Atmospheric Sounder

(VAS) data, Prince et al. (1998) put forth

U = 17.32
T10.8 − T12.0 − 0.6831

Ts − 291.97
+ 0.5456 [g cm−2] (3.11)

for AVHRR (Ts [K] is surface temperature) and Chesters et al. (1983,

1987) compute total atmospheric precipitable water as

C = D + cos θ ln

(

T12.7 − Ta

T11.2 − Ta

)

(3.12)

U =
−B +

√
B2 − 4AC

2A
[g cm−2] (3.13)

with A, B, C and D absorption parameters specific to this channel

combination and Ta [K] the air temperature.
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Finally, in an adaptation of the algorithm to the SEVIRI instrument

the EUMETSAT Nowcasting Satellite Application Facility (SAFNWC)

(INM, 2005) total precipitable water product is computed as

U = A+B ln

(

T10.8 − Ta

T12.0 − Ta

)

cos θ [g cm−2] (3.14)

Instead of air temperature (Ta), the use of T13.4 is suggested. The

parameters A and B are only disclosed to the SAFNWC users (i.e.

European national meteorological services); an attempt to obtain them

from the scientific team was unsuccessful.

Nonetheless, the procedure proposed in equation 3.14 was selected as

it presents a specific adaption to the SEVIRI instrument. Parameters

A and B were obtained by fine-tuning the equation against the corre-

sponding Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)

total precipitable water product (Gao & Kaufman, 1997; King et al.,

1992), yielding A = 3 and B = 500. Figure 3.4 shows the distribution

of precipitable water computed with the adapted SAFNWC scheme

vs. MODIS MOD05 infrared method precipitable water for a scene se-

lected at random (1130 universal time co-ordinated (UTC) on 16 Au-

gust 2005). In this scene, the products show a positive correlation with

r = 0.83 (n = 6554). As satellite-based precipitable water products

are a field with great uncertainties (see all of the sources cited above,

especially Gao & Kaufman, 1997; INM, 2005), this agreement by

tendency can be accepted as an indication of satisfactory performance.
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Figure 3.4: Precipitable water computed with two different methods, 1130 UTC,

16 August 2005.

Surface Skin Temperature. Blackbody temperatures computed on the
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basis of radiances registered at the sensor represent the temperature

of an ideal body with an emissivity ε = 1 and therefore are invalid

for actual matter (with smaller emissivities). Further, absorption and

viewing geometry are neglected in the computation of this quantity. In

contrast, skin temperature is a satellite-observed parameter meant to

represent the upper few centimetres or even millimetres of the surface.

It is closely related to the air temperature in this layer (Vogt et al.,

1997; Stephens, 1994). This parameter is needed for the algorithms

to be introduced in chapter 4.

The computation of the ’true’ skin temperature requires consideration

of both factors, absorption and emission. A range of methods exist

considering only one of them. Price (1984), Prince et al. (1998),

Hillger & Kidder (2003) and Wan (1999) all estimate water vapour

extinction; Kerr et al. (1992) introduce an approach to correct for

surface emissivity differences. A comprehensive method comparison

in presented in Vazquez et al. (1997).

Sobrino & Romaguera (2004) find a specific formulation for MSG

SEVIRI considering both relevant parameters:

Ts = T10.8 + (3.17 − 0.64 cos θ)(T10.8 − T12.0)

+

(

−0.05 +
0.157

cos θ

)

(T10.8 − T12.0)
2

+

(

65 − 4

cos2 θ

)

(1 − ε) +

(

−11.8 +
5.1

cos θ

)

U(1 − ε)

+

(

−180 +
24

cos θ

)

∆ε+

(

−4 +
34

cos θ

)

U∆ε

−0.6 [K] (3.15)

with ε = (ε10.8 + ε12.0)/2 the mean surface emissivity at both wave-

lengths considered and ∆ε = ε10.8 − ε12.0 the emissivity difference. U

is total precipitable water content.

This approach was chosen for implementation in this work, because it

was taylored to MSG SEVIRI. The input required by the algorithm

comes from various sources: The viewing zenith angle θ is computed

in preprocessing as specified above. Precipitable water path U is com-

puted using the technique described above. For surface emissivity, a

new method had to be developed to approximate this parameter:

In their approach to land surface temperature computation, Kerr

et al. (1992) estimate ground temperature using a vegetation index as
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an indication of vegetation cover. The underlying assumption is that

emissivity increases linearly with fractional vegetation cover. This

same simple principle is now applied in a new explicit ground emissiv-

ity estimation as well:

ελ = ελ(s) + V (ελ(v) − ελ(s)) (3.16)

with ελ the surface emissivity at wavelength λ, ελ(s) the emissivity for

a bare soil surface, ελ(v) emissivity for a fully vegetated surface and

V =
NDV I −NDV I(s)

NDV I(v) −NDV I(s)
(3.17)

a new vegetation scaling factor. The Normalised Difference Vegetation

Index (NDVI) of a pixel is given by

NDV I =
r0.8 − r0.6

r0.8 + r0.6
(3.18)

based on reflectance (r) in the near infrared (r0.8) and red (r0.6) parts

of the spectrum. NDV I(s) is the NDVI for bare soil and NDV I(v)

for fully vegetated surfaces.

The emissivities ε(s) and ε(v) were taken from Peres & DaCamara

(2003) for 10.8µm (0.9748 and 0.9890 respectively) and 12.0µm (0.9761,

0.9908). NDV I(s) and NDV I(v) were derived empirically as minima

and maxima from SEVIRI NDVI products and fixed at NDV I(s) =

0.08 and NDV I(v) = 0.69. Thus a new land surface skin temperature

product could be successfully developed.

For sea surfaces, a sea surface skin temperature (SST) product is com-

puted according to a formulation found for MSG by SAFNWC:

Ts(sea) = 0.977 · T10.8 + 21

+1.127(sec(θ) − 1)(T10.8 − T12.0)

+1.156 [K] (3.19)

(Meteo-France, 2005, modified). This complements the land skin

surface product over the ocean and seas.

For various applications (see chapter 4) surface temperature is of par-

ticular interest for the area under clouds. The schemes introduced

above do not however offer any such information. Therefore, an in-

terpolation had to be introduced. Interpolation is performed for the
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areas under individual water cloud entities, i.e. spatially coherent

and discrete water cloud ’patches’ surrounded by clear pixels. The

cloud entity concept is discussed in full in section 4.2. Interpolation

uses the parameters latitude, longitude, elevation and NDVI derived

from clear sky reflectance maps. Figure 3.5 shows the concept of skin

temperature interpolation. While without this step, temperatures are

only available for the areas around clouds, now the temperature below

clouds can be estimated as well. This new type of data set will be of

great utility for the algorithms developed in chapter 4.

Figure 3.5: Example for spatial skin temperature interpolation, 1030 UTC, 16

January 2005, for a region around the Alps (see border lines for orientation). The

left hand panel shows the skin temperature before interpolation, the panel on the

right contains interpolated temperatures.



Chapter 4

Method Development

This chapter presents the development of the new operational fog observa-

tion scheme including theoretical and conceptual considerations with their

implications on method design and implementation.

In the first section, the theoretical basis for the algorithm development

is laid out. The conceptual design of the new method focuses on specific

properties of fog. Before the method is introduced it is therefore necessary

to consider how cloud properties manifest themselves in satellite imagery.

The type of problem to be solved in remote sensing, i.e. to infer properties

of an object by indirect measurements, is called an ’inverse problem’. The

general nature of inverse problems is briefly discussed at the beginning of the

chapter. The physical process on which remote sensing is based is radiative

transfer, i.e. the changes radiation undergoes as it crosses the atmosphere.

The principles of radiative transfer and their application to this study are

discussed in the first section as well.

Following on the theoretical considerations, the development of the metho-

dology is described in detail. Following the objectives laid out in chapter 2,

algorithm design is presented in three parts:

1. Development of a new very low stratus delineation scheme, section 4.2

2. Adaptation and improvement of a method for cloud top height deter-

mination, section 4.3

3. Development of a new method for cloud thickness retrieval, section 4.4

As detailed before, the discrimination between ground fog and elevated

fog is based on the comparison of surface elevation information from a DEM

and cloud base heights computed from cloud top height and cloud thickness.
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4.1 Theoretical Basis

4.1.1 The Theoretical Challenge: Inverse Problems

As stated in chapter 2, fog is to be detected based on a set of properties as-

sumed characteristic of this meteorological phenomenon. However, no direct

information on fog or even the presence or properties of any cloud is available

directly from satellite imagery. Instead, remote sensing involves the solution

of inverse problems. A very thorough treatment of this type of problem can

be found in Shifrin & Tonna (1993). The following paragraphs briefly

introduce the matter.

In a direct (or forward) problem data is mapped from real-life ’image’

space f to a ’data’ space d based on a known relationship M(f) as

d = M(f) + n (4.1)

with M(f) the mapping function for f and n a noise quantity.

The inverse problem consists in trying to find the original image based

on knowledge of d as

M(f) = d (4.2)

Almost all measurements are based on such inversions. One example is

the induction of an object’s weight by reading the expansion of a string to

which it is attached (Twomey, 1977b).

Following Hadamard (1923), an inverse problem is referred to as ’well-

posed’ given that a solution:

• Exists for any d.

• Is unique in image space.

• Is stable, i.e. the inverse mapping d→ f is continuous.

In optical remote sensing, the measured quantity is radiation I in a

channel i of a radiometer as described by the Fredholm equation of the first

kind:

Ii + ni =

∫ b

a
Ki(x)f(x)dx (4.3)

(Stephens, 1994), where f(x) is the sought-after distribution in the interval

a→ b and dx the step size; Ki(x) is the kernel function yielding the relative

contribution in the wavelength range of channel i, and ni is an error (noise)

in radiance measurement.
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The inversion of the Fredholm equation is an example of an ill-posed

problem, because its solutions are unstable and ambiguous. Stability is

impaired by ni, so that arbitrarily small changes in ni can effect arbitrarily

large changes in f(x). Further, due to the combination of Ki(x) and f(x),

values of Ii are not unique.

In a strict mathematical sense, ill-posed problems such as this cannot be

solved. With application to real-world problems however, uncertainties can

be minimised by:

• Reducing n, i.e. maximising accuracy in instruments.

• Selecting wavelengths suited to the problem at hand so that K func-

tions are as sharp as possible.

• Considering instability and ambiguity in method design, based on good

knowledge of the corresponding forward problem.

(Stephens, 1994).

The two most important approaches to inverse problem solution (’re-

trieval’) in remote sensing are what Kokhanovsky (2003) refers to as the

analytical (AM) and fitting (FM) methods. The former approach involves

the direct analytical solution of radiative transfer equations for each case.

Fitting methods in contrast model a range of cases by solving the forward

function. Experimental data is then compared (’fitted’) to these simulations.

Inverse problem solution is further facilitated by restricting the problem.

This involves either the retrieval of bulk (i.e. integrated) parameters or the

explicit assumption of a parameter distribution (Shifrin & Tonna, 1993).

Throughout this work, the more accurate fitting method is applied. Some

of the algorithms presented involve classifications rather than scaled prop-

erty retrievals. Their solutions are more stable, as a discrete f is retrieved

from a continuous d spectrum.

4.1.2 Cloud Properties and Their Effect on Radiative Trans-

fer

The quantity measured in the data space is monochromatic radiance inten-

sity, or brightness, I ′λ at each wavelength λ. It is expressed in units of energy

per area per time per wavelength per steradian.

For the problem at hand, the corresponding image space are cloud prop-

erties, more specifically the amount and distribution of water in the cloud.

In order to better understand how these properties impact on the radiation
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signal recorded by the satellite sensor, the principles of radiative transfer

and cloud optics will be briefly discussed in this section.

The radiance density received at the satellite (I ′λ) represents the original

brightness signal of an observed object, Iλ, altered by changes dIλ incurred

on the path between the object and the sensor:

I ′λ = Iλ + dIλ [W m−2 sr−1 µm−1] (4.4)

The general radiative transfer equation explains this quantity in terms

of radiation gains and losses as the distance ds is traversed:

dIλ = (−Iλ + Jλ)(kλρmds) [W m−2 sr−1 µm−1] (4.5)

ρm [gm−3] is the density of the medium, in the problem at hand a cloudy

atmosphere; Jλ [W m−2 sr−1 µm−1] denotes the source function. This lat-

ter parameter quantifies radiation gained due to emission and scattering at

wavelength λ [µm] along the path ds [m]. kλ [m2 g−1] is the mass extinction

cross section for the same wavelength, a measure for radiation lost due to

scattering and absorption. The process of atmospheric radiative transfer is

shown in overview in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: The path of a radiation quantity Iλ through a cloudy atmosphere.

As Iλ traverses a path ds, radiation is removed by absorption (kλ) and added by

scattering and emission (source function Jλ).

The extinction of a radiative signal as it traverses a cloud is of particular

importance. This part of the radiative transfer equation will thus be followed
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up in the succeeding paragraphs. The product of kλ [m2 g−1] and ρ [gm−3]

of a medium (water in the case of clouds) yields the molecular extinction

coefficient βe defined by

βe = βs + βa [m−1] (4.6)

with βa [m−1] the absorption and βs [m−1] the scattering coefficient. The

extinction therefore is a combination of radiation loss by (diffuse) scattering

and molecular absorption. Extinction is directly related to visibility by

Koschmieder’s law:

V =
1

βe
ln

(

1

ε

)

[m] (4.7)

where ε is the contrast threshold [%]. For the commonly applied contrast

threshold of 2 % this evaluates to V = 3.912/βe (Young, 1993).

In atmospheric remote sensing, extinction matters as an integrated value

over a path dz [m] from z1 to z2. It is called the optical path and defined

by

τ(z1,z2) =

∫ z2

z1
βedz (4.8)

(Goody, 1995)

For z1 a point of interest on the earth surface and z2 the satellite sensor,

τ is called the atmospheric optical depth. For z1 the base of a cloud and z2

the cloud top, τ is referred to as cloud optical depth. For the remainder of

this document, τ will be used as the cloud optical depth. In contrast to the

variable extinction coefficient introduced above, τ has a direct impact on

the satellite signal. τ can be related to cloud physical properties and thus

is of great importance to the problem of this study. The nature of these

relations will be explored in the following.

The extinction coefficient is related to the second moment of the droplet

size distribution function by

βe =

∫

∞

0
Qeπa

2n(a)da [m−1] (4.9)

(Lindner & Li, 2000), a [µm]: droplet size, n(a): number of droplets of size

a, da droplet size step, Qe: extinction efficiency factor = f(a, λ)

From equations 4.8 and 4.9 follows

τ = ∆z

∫

∞

0
Qeπa

2n(a)da (4.10)
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Liou (2002). For droplet size distributions with peaks in the area of larger

droplets, extinction and τ will thus increase as well.

For values of the size factor x = 2πa/λ (droplet cross section in relation

to wavelength) significantly larger than 1, Qe
∼= 2. This situation generally

holds true for cloud droplets in the visible range of the spectrum (small

wavelengths!), so that variations in Qe can be neglected in equation 4.10

(Chylek, 1978; Liou, 2002).

Just like extinction and optical depth, the concentration of liquid water

at a given point in a cloud, cloud liquid water content ρc, can be expressed

as a function of the droplet size distribution, in this case using the third

moment:

ρc =
4π

3
ρl

∫

a3n(a)da [gm−3] (4.11)

(Liou, 2002; Pinnick et al., 1979; Chang & Li, 2003) with ρl the density

of liquid water.

The integration of ρc over the thickness of the cloud yields cloud liquid

water path W = ∆zρc [gm
−2] (where ρc is the average liquid water content).

Knowledge of the droplet size distribution would therefore allow for the

inference of cloud optical thickness and liquid water path. Unfortunately,

this parameter is not known. However, the droplet size distribution is com-

monly approximated by the droplet effective (or equivalent) radius ae of the

given distribution, defined by

ae =

∫

πa3n(a)da/

∫

πa2n(a)da [µm] (4.12)

In contrast to a mean radius, ae includes the droplet cross section as a

weighting factor. The amount of sunlight scattered and absorbed by a cloud

mainly depends on this parameter, independent of the actual droplet size

distribution present in the given cloud (Hansen & Travis, 1974).

From equations 4.10, 4.11, 4.12 and the definition of liquid water path

the following relationship can be derived:

ae
∼= 3W

2ρlτ
[µm] (4.13)

with ρl the density of liquid water [gm−3]

This relationship shows how extinction and thus radiance intensity mea-

sured at the satellite sensor is influenced by the integrated water column and

droplet size distribution. At constant liquid water path W smaller droplets

will have a higher τ and also be more reflective; at constant ae, increasing

W will raise τ as well.
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Thus it can be seen that the distribution of water in clouds significantly

impacts on the radiative signal received at the satellite sensor. It is the

inversion of this relationship that forms the basis of the methodology to

be presented in the following chapters. The techniques applied in so doing

either implicitly or explicitly address the cloud parameters introduced and

discussed above.
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4.2 Detection of Very Low Stratus

As shown in figure 2.4, the detection of very low stratus clouds is the first

component of the fog detection scheme. The discussion of fog properties and

processes in chapter 2 has shown that fog can be addresses as a very low

stratiform cloud. The identification of this type of cloud is at the core of

the new method introduced in this chapter. A distinction between ground

fog and elevated fog follows in the succeeding sections.

To ensure a clean delineation and exclusion of all unwanted surfaces, the

newly developed scheme makes use of not one but a series of tests. Each

of these tests explicitly or implicitly addresses a property assumed for fog.

These assumptions are (cf. chapter 2):

• Fog is a cloud

• in the water phase

• composed of small droplets,

• low above the ground and

• with a stratiform surface.

The tests are of an exclusive nature, i.e. any pixels failing one test will

be excluded from further testing as obviously not covered by fog. In this

way the scheme becomes increasingly fine-grained, with each test building

on the results of all previous rules. As the properties tested for manifest

themselves not only in the spectral, but also in the spatial domain (cloud

altitude and surface), tests are developed in both realms. The first two

items in the above list are addressed spectrally, the last two spatially, and

the third item by a combination of both types of test.

Figure 4.2 gives an overview of the scheme to be introduced in the fol-

lowing. It shows all of the individual tests in context and highlights the

exclusion component of very low stratus testing: All pixels or entities not

meeting the criteria set in one of the tests are rejected as obviously not

covered by fog and will not be considered in any of the following tests.

The new technique thus consists of a chain of individual tests. Most

of these tests are new developments, others had to be adapted to the MSG

SEVIRI system. This is indicated in figure 4.2 as well. The following sections

introduce the components of the very low stratus delineation scheme, along

with their physical basis and application.
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Figure 4.2: An overview of the fog/very low stratus area delineation algorithm.

After preprocessing the satellite data enters the classification scheme. After exclu-

sion of some confirmed non-fog pixels in initial cloud masking, the remaining areas

undergo a series of specific tests for fog properties. ’Not fog’ indicates that a pixel

or entity of pixels will no longer be considered in succeeding steps. For details see

text.
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4.2.1 Cloud Identification

In a first step, a separation of clear and cloud-contaminated pixels is achieved

using a newly developed algorithm. The basic assumption of this new test

is that reflectivity is higher for cloudy than for clear areas. Reflectivity is

indirectly assessed using observed radiances at thermal and medium infrared

wavelengths. While the infrared channel centred at 10.8µm represents ther-

mal emission of surfaces (roughly corresponding to temperature), the 3.9µm

channel includes both a thermal and a solar component. This is due to the

different electromagnetic spectra of sun and earth as shown in figure 4.3 and

explained by Wien’s displacement law (λmax ∝ T−1 with λmax the wave-

length with maximum emission and T the temperature of a body). It can

be seen that the terrestrial (thermal) signal clearly dominates at 10.8µm,

while solar and terrestrial signals combine around 3.9µm.
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Figure 4.3: Earth and sun electromagnetic spectra approximated by blackbodies

with temperatures of 300K (earth) and 6000K (sun). The solid line box indicates

the position of the SEVIRI 3.9µm channel. Solar and terrestrial signals mix in this

channel.

The cloud detection algorithm introduced here takes the difference be-

tween the total signals at both channels as an indication of surface reflectiv-

ity. It is expected that the reflectivity (solar signal!) of clear ground surfaces

is very small, while cloud reflection is large. In this light, the underlying

assumptions of the test are:

IIR(cloud) < IMIR(cloud) (4.14)

IIR(clear) ≈ IMIR(clear) (4.15)

with I [W m−2 µm−1 sr−1] the intensity in the infrared (IR) and medium
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infrared (MIR) channels for cloudy (cloud) and clear (clear) areas.

Therefore, the difference IIR − IMIR can be used to distinguish between

both surfaces. For comparability, radiances for both channels are converted

to blackbody temperatures, i.e. the temperature expected of a black body

with this radiance (cf. chapter 3). This conversion is performed for practical

reasons only; blackbody temperatures are used as a unit only.

An example of such a blackbody temperature difference image is shown

in figure 4.4. For cloudy surfaces, the difference between both blackbody

temperature values will generally be smaller than 0, while for clear surfaces

it will be around 0, or slightly above due to a lower emissivity in the middle

IR. The frequency distribution of blackbody temperature differences for the

scene shown in figure 4.4 can be seen in figure 4.5 (left hand panel). Cloudy

and clear peaks are indicated in the histogram. On the right hand side in

the same figure a slightly different distribution is shown for another scene.

Yet, the same general patterns can be found in both histograms.

The advantage of using a combination of an IR and an MIR channel

for measuring reflectivity over the use of a visible channel (as in Karlsson,

1989) is that a much clearer separation of cloudy and clear pixels is possible.

This is due to the uniformly low reflectivity of cloud-free surfaces in the MIR

(and thus the IR−MIR difference) compared to significant variations in the

channels in the visible range. This fact allows for a much better separation

of both surface types.

A decision on cloudiness is made as follows:

∆T (a) = TIR(a) − TMIR(a) (4.16)

∆T (a) ≤ vt(C) → a ∈ C (4.17)

with TIR(a) [K] the infrared blackbody temperature at pixel a, TMIR(a) [K]

the same in the medium infrared, vt(C) [K] a threshold value for cloudiness

and C the class of cloudy pixels.

A threshold value of observed blackbody temperature difference between

cloud and cloud-free areas must be determined. This threshold depends on

viewing geometry, season and the atmospheric gas column. At 3.9µm and

with a large spectral width, the SEVIRI MIR channel in part overlaps with

the CO2 absorption band centred around 4.2µm. Thus it is not possible to

use a fixed threshold value.

A procedure for dynamically retrieving a proper threshold was devel-

oped. It is applied to each single slot and consists of an analysis of the his-

togram of the blackbody temperature differences in a scene (see figure 4.5
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Figure 4.4: Blackbody temperature difference T10.8 − T3.9 for 1000 universal time

co-ordinated (UTC), 5 November 2003 (top left). The corresponding reflectance

image (λ = 0.6µm) is shown in the top right hand panel for orientation. The panel

at the bottom shows the cloud confidence level computed for this scene (for details

see text).
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Figure 4.5: Frequency distribution of T10.8 − T3.9 for 5 November 2003, 1000

universal time co-ordinated (UTC) (left) and 18 April 2004, 1600 UTC (right).

Distinct peaks of clear and cloudy pixels can be identified in the histograms (marked

by arrows). At the relative minimum in between the two peaks a threshold value

is identified automatically. The constant cloud confidence range (CCR, see text) is

located around this threshold.

for representative examples). The histogram is computed with a resolution

of three steps per Kelvin. In this histogram the clear sky peak is identified.

Moving down the data value classes from this peak, the nearest pronounced

relative minimum in the histogram is detected, also accounting for local his-

togram slope. This minimum is then used as a threshold to separate clear

from cloudy pixels in the image. The automatically detected thresholds are

marked in figure 4.5. It can be seen that both thresholds are at slightly

different levels within the respective distribution.

In order to account for the uncertainties involved in threshold testing, a

confidence level is computed for use by later tests.

Pc(a) =
∆T (a) − vt(C) − CCR

−2CCR
(4.18)

with Pc the cloud confidence level, 0 ≤ Pc ≤ 1 and CCR the cloud confidence

range, i.e. the range between the threshold and a certain clear or a certain

cloudy pixel. All values in the centre of the clear peak are to be assigned

a confidence level of 0, those in the centre of the cloudy peak of 1. To

accommodate the average gap between the two peaks, CCR is set to 5 K

(also marked in figure 4.5). A value ∆T (a) = vt(C) is thus assigned a Pc of

0.5. The cloud confidence level will be of use in cloud height determination
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(section 4.3).

The cloud confidence range CCR has been determined by statistical

evaluation of the distance between the clear and cloudy pixel peaks in 100

random scenes for 2004. This distance was found to average 11.6 K. With 5 K

the cloud confidence range was set to about half this distance to approximate

the average relative position of the cloud threshold.

A sample cloud confidence level image is shown in figure 4.4 alongside

the corresponding blackbody temperature difference and visible images. The

cloud confidence image shows a clear separation between cloudy and clear

areas with confidence transition in between these areas.

4.2.2 Snow Pixel Elimination

Most of the time, the relative minimum identified as the cloud threshold

represents more than zero pixels (as in figure 4.5). Thus a certain crudeness

is inherent in this test. These uncertain pixels are mostly snow-covered:

The reflectivity of snow in the medium infrared is lower than that of clouds

but higher than for clear snow-free areas (Wiscombe & Warren, 1980).

Therefore, snow is removed in the next step.

In order to clean up the clear-cloudy delineation, snow-covered pixels

that have wrongly been classified as clouds need to be explicitly excluded.

This is done in a snow pixel elimination test, which includes the adaptation

and implementation of insights and approaches known from other platforms.

Snow-testing is based on the insights that snow:

• Has a certain minimum reflectivity.

• Has a certain minimum temperature.

• Displays a lower reflectivity than clouds in the near-middle infrared

(1.6µm) combined with a slightly higher level of absorption (Wis-

combe & Warren, 1980), while both behave similarly in the visible

range (0.6µm). This principle is shown in figure 4.6, where snow pixels

can clearly be separated from other pixels. The reflectance differences

in the near-middle infrared are mostly due to particle size (snow being

much larger, Dozier, 1989).

The first two criteria are tested against predefined thresholds. These

are 0.11 for 0.8µm reflectance and 256 K as the minimum blackbody tem-

perature at 10.8µ. These thresholds were determined based on published

snow properties (e.g. Wiscombe & Warren, 1980; Warren & Wiscombe,

1980; Dozier & Painter, 2004; Dozier, 1989) and corroborated by visual
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inspection of long time series (3 months) of SEVIRI data. The third criterion

is tested using the Normalised Difference Snow Index (NDSI) introduced in

equation 4.19.

NDSI =
r0.6 − r1.6

r0.6 + r1.6
(4.19)

(Dozier & Painter, 2004; Dozier, 1989), with rλ the reflectance at wave-

length λ [µm].

NDSI testing has been found to be reliable and is used operationally

on Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) (Hall et al.,

2001). For MSG SEVIRI, simulations with the Streamer radiative transfer

model (see chapter 3 for model description) yielded an NDSI cut-off level of

about 0.5 for the distinction between snow-covered surfaces and clouds. The

NDSI values computed for a selection of surfaces are presented in table 4.1.

Surface NDSI

Fresh snow 0.91

Melting snow 0.96

Melting snow and vegetation 0.58

Opaque ice cloud 0.46

Opaque water cloud 0.23

Vegetation (clover) -0.07

Table 4.1: NDSI values modelled for various surfaces. ’Melting snow’ is assumed

to have larger grains than ’fresh snow’. The water cloud modelled has an optical

depth of 20, droplet effective radius of 10µm and is at an altitude of 3 km. The

ice cloud is at 10 km altitude, has the same optical depth and an effective radius of

35µm.

Long-time visual inspection of SEVIRI data (3 months) has revealed a

systematic under-estimation of the actual SEVIRI 1.6µm radiances by the

Streamer model. Consequently, actual NDSI values are smaller than those

presented in table 4.1 (see equation 4.19). A more appropriate threshold

value was found at 0.4. This threshold is also shown in figure 4.6. Where

the NDSI exceeds the threshold and the two other criteria are met, a pixel

is rejected as snow-covered.

4.2.3 Cloud Phase Determination

After the delineation of the cloud area, water clouds need to be identified.

This is implemented as a three-step procedure: First, a simple cloud tem-
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Figure 4.6: The sum of VIS and NIR reflectances Σr vs. the difference of both

reflectances ∆r as used in the Normalised Difference Snow Index (NDSI). Snow-

covered pixels are concentrated in the linear extension to the right edge of the chart

and circled in red. They are marked by a strong reflective signal at 0.6µm and a

weak signal at 1.6µm. The NDSI threshold is shown in green.

perature test removes any cloud pixels too cold to be in the water phase.

Then, a newly developed cloud phase test explicitly identifies areas with

clouds in the water phase. In rare cases, semi-transparent thin cirrus clouds

may be missed by these tests. Therefore, in a third step, two additional thin

cirrus tests were adapted to MSG SEVIRI to exclude any such pixels.

First, all pixels too cold to be in the water phase are removed using a

black body temperature threshold in the thermal infrared (for water clouds,

T10.8 > 230K Houze, 1993). While this removes the coldest ice clouds,

the remaining pixels may still be covered by ice clouds warmer than this

threshold.

Among the remaining pixels, water cloud identification is based on di-

vergent absorption characteristics of water in the liquid and solid phases in

different infrared regions. Figure 4.7 shows the imaginary part of the refrac-

tive index in the infrared. This parameter quantifies absorption of the given

material at each wavelength and is related to the blackbody temperature of

an object. Between 8 and 10µm absorption of ice and water particles is very

similar. From 10 to about 13µm however, ice absorbs much stronger than

water. Therefore, an ice cloud can be expected to have a much lower black-

body temperature in this wavelength region than a water cloud of the same

thickness, while both temperatures should be about the same around 9µm

(Strabala et al., 1994). The blackbody temperature difference between
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both wavelengths (T12.0 − T8.7) should therefore be smaller for ice clouds.

This property is used in the newly developed cloud phase test.
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Figure 4.7: Imaginary part of the refractive index (absorption) for liquid water

and ice in part of the infrared. Data according to Segelstein (1981, water) and

Warren (1984, ice).

In radiative transfer simulations with the Streamer model (cf. chapter 3),

a threshold of 0.65 K has been identified for the blackbody temperature

difference between 12.0 and 8.7µm. The computed blackbody temperature

differences for various ice and water clouds are shown in figure 4.8. The

resulting curves show a strong dependency on the viewing zenith angle (θ).

Therefore, the threshold vt [K] needs to be normalised by viewing geometry

as

vt =
0.65

cos θ
[K] (4.20)

with θ the viewing zenith angle.

This dynamic threshold is also shown in figure 4.8. Where the blackbody

temperature difference exceeds the threshold, a water cloud is assumed.

The figure very clearly shows the separation between water and ice clouds

achieved by this threshold.

Next, thin cirrus clouds are identified by two different techniques to

ensure that no cirrus-covered pixels are missed. Both tests make use of the

IR window channels and the different sensitivities each of the three available

channels has to thin cirrus clouds:

• Cirrus is detected by means of the split-window IR channel blackbody

temperature difference (T10.8−T12.0). This difference is compared to a
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Figure 4.8: Viewing zenith angle θ vs. blackbody temperature difference

∆T12.0−8.7µm for clouds in the water and ice phases. Water clouds are shown

at altitudes of 2 and 5 km, ice clouds at 5 and 8 km. All clouds have a thickness of

500m and typical particle sizes (water clouds: droplet effective radius ae = 15µm,

ice clouds: crystal effective radius ae = 35µm).

threshold dynamically interpolated from a lookup table based on view-

ing zenith angle θ and blackbody temperature at 10.8µm (Saunders

& Kriebel, 1988). The physical basis for this approach are emissiv-

ity differences at both wavelengths, as described in detail in Inoue

(1985). This technique was adapted from the well-validated APOLLO

cloud detection scheme (Saunders & Kriebel, 1988; Kriebel et al.,

2003).

• The second approach uses the difference between the 8.7 and 10.8µm

blackbody temperatures (T8.7−T10.8), founded on the relatively strong

cirrus signal at the former wavelength (cf. Wiegner et al., 1998).

Where the difference is greater than 0 K, cirrus is assumed to be

present.

4.2.4 Small Droplet Proxy Test

As mentioned in chapter 2, fog clouds are generally composed of small

droplets. Thus, after the removal of clear and ice clouds pixels, the presence

of small droplets in a cloud is tested for (see figure 2.4. This is done im-

plicitly using radiances in the middle infrared (3.9µm channel) in a newly

developed test. The underlying assumption relates to the specific radia-

tive properties of fog and stratus as compared to other clouds and clear

areas at this wavelength (Hunt, 1973). The small droplets usually found
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in fog (usually no larger than 20µm, Roach, 1994) are significantly more

reflective than larger droplets at this wavelength. Figure 4.9 shows this de-

crease of cloud middle infrared intensity with increasing cloud droplet size

as computed with the Streamer radiative transfer model. Due to droplet

reflectivity, the solar component of the signal received from fog areas there-

fore exceeds that from both land and clouds with larger droplets, so that

the total signal received from fog areas exceeds that of all other surfaces.
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Figure 4.9: Middle infrared intensity I3.9µm as a function of droplet radius ae and

viewing zenith angle θ for a water cloud with a thickness of 200m.

Clouds with larger droplets have a weaker reflection r and thus solar

signal Is
MIR (equation 4.21) in the middle infrared. At higher altitude, they

also have a smaller thermal component I t
MIR than land, putting their total

signal in the MIR IMIR below that of clear areas (figure 4.11). Thus, a

separation of low clouds with small droplets from land and higher clouds

with larger droplets appears feasible in the MIR.

IMIR = Is
MIR + It

MIR [Wm−2sr−1µm−1] (4.21)

Is
MIR = f(r)

It
MIR = f(T, ε)

A sample 3.9µm radiance image can be seen in figure 4.10. The vertical

line indicates a profile, the values along which are plotted in figure 4.11. It

can be clearly seen that 3.9µ radiance is highest in the area covered by fog,

lowest in the regions covered by cirrus and other medium and high clouds,

and in between both levels in clear regions.
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Figure 4.10: A 3.9µm radiance image for 5 December 2003, 1300 universal time

co-ordinated (UTC) (left) and the corresponding 0.6µm visible image (right). The

vertical white bar over France (left) indicates the location of the profile shown in

figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: A profile of radiances registered in the 3.9µm channel over central

France, 5 December 2003, 1300 UTC (cf. figure 4.10 for precise location). The

profile extends from line 110 to line 170 of the original image (north to south)

and encompasses different types of cloud cover: fog (lines 110–145), no clouds

(146–159), undifferentiated medium and high water clouds (160–166, 174–180),

and cirrus (167–173).
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As mentioned above, CO2 absorption also impacts on the signal in the

3.9µm channel. This absorption varies with the length of the slant column

between the satellite sensor and the observed feature. Therefore, a latitu-

dinal dependence can be stated: The higher the latitude, the higher the

absorption by CO2 and the smaller the signal at 3.9µm. To account for

this, the 3.9µm radiances for cloud-free land areas are averaged over 50 im-

age rows at a time to obtain an approximately latitudinal value of the clear

sky 3.9µm signal. Wherever a cloud-covered pixel within the same 50 rows

exceeds this radiance value, it is flagged ’small droplet cloud’. Where a pixel

stays below the threshold, it is rejected as not qualifying for this category.

4.2.5 Spatial Entity Identification

At this point, water clouds with small droplets have been identified. The

other two properties assumed of fog are low height and a stratiform surface.

Fog height and stratiformity, i.e. homogeneity of the cloud surface, are

spatial parameters. Therefore, they are most adequately addressed by tests

not only considering individual isolated pixels, but environments in the 2D

image pane. Spatial feature analysis therefore is a central component of the

fog delineation scheme (see figure 4.2). In this way a significant advantage

over conventional spectral tests is gained. The spatial analysis considers all

pixels not rejected as obviously non-fog by any of the preceding tests.

This part of the scheme constitutes a new development. While the imme-

diate environment of individual pixels has been considered in older schemes

(cf. literature review in chapter 2), the entity concept introduced here

presents a significant advance over this type of approach. Cloud and fog

patches are now looked at as units in space; to this end, all remaining cloud

pixels are grouped into spatially coherent and discrete entities. An entity in

this context is defined as a set of adjoined pixels belonging to the same cloud

class. The latter is derived from the tests described in the previous section.

Each entity is assigned a unique ID (identifying common entity number) so

that it can be considered as a discrete unit in further testing. Depending

on the degree of segmentation effected by the spatial distribution of cloud

classes, the entity areas may vary in size. Diagonal relations between pixels

(i.e. pixels bordering each other at angles other than multiples of 90 degrees)

are excluded in the clustering process, because they are likely to indicate

separate or fragmented entities.

Entities are identified according to:

(|xa − xb| ∨ |ya − yb|) = 1 ∧ Ca = Cb ⇒ b ∈ E(a) (4.22)
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for two image data points a and b with coordinates x, y in the image pane

and memberships in cloud classes Ca and Cb. E(a) is the entity a belongs

to. Figure 4.12 shows an example of entities identified in a particular scene.

Each small droplet water cloud entity is displayed in a different colour in

this image. The entities identified in this step will be used in the following

tests.
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Figure 4.12: Water cloud entities as identified in the course of very low stratus

detection scheme. Each colour signifies one entity. The figure shows the scene

of 1000 UTC, 5 November 2003. Each colour represents one water cloud entity

(against a grey background). See figure 4.4 for orientation.
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4.2.6 Stratiformity Test

Based on the assumption that fog is a cloud trapped under an inversion (cf.

chapter 2), a fairly homogeneous (or stratiform) cloud top surface height is

expected. Since height information is not directly available, blackbody tem-

perature for the infrared channel centred around 10.8µm is taken as proxy

information. As only relative height information is needed, this approach is

considered appropriate.

This newly developed test is set up on the cloud entities delineated in

the previous step. For each low cloud entity, the standard deviation of the

black body temperature is determined in the thermal infrared channel at

10.8µm. Where it falls below a certain threshold (2 K), the entity is identi-

fied as a stratus patch. Assuming a temperature lapse rate of 0.7 K / 100 m,

a threshold of 2 K roughly corresponds to a height difference of 290 m. This

threshold was determined and tuned empirically, by continuous monitoring

of operational processing. In the absence of reference data, threshold identi-

fication again relied on visual inspection over a period of 3 months. It seems

plausible that a cloud with a height variation of more than about 600 m will

not be stratiform.

4.2.7 Very Low Cloud Plausibility Test

The purpose of the new altitude test is to determine the relative height of

a cloud entity above ground and thus to reach a rough estimate whether

a given cloud could potentially qualify as a very low cloud or not. A test

of this kind may appear superfluous at this stage in the light of the more

accurate cloud top height determination to be presented in section 4.3. The

present very low cloud plausibility test is however included in the scheme

to provide a preliminary (and rough) exclusion of any obvious high clouds.

The clouds excluded here will not have to be considered in the succeeding

processes, which effects a considerable advantage in computation time.

In the very low cloud plausibility test, the 10.8µm blackbody tempera-

ture of every fringe pixel of a given entity is compared to that of any and

all bordering clear pixels. In order to minimise the risk of underestimat-

ing cloud altitude where pixels with only partial cloud cover are compared

with clear pixels, the maximum blackbody temperature difference is located

along the entity margin. At the moment, this test is confined to land areas,

clear pixels covered by snow (as identified above) are not considered.

Using the blackbody temperature difference, the ground elevation for

both the cloudy and the clear pixel, and an assumed atmospheric tempera-

ture lapse rate (0.7 K / 100m), cloud top altitude is estimated as follows:
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zt =
Tcf (10.8) − Tcc(10.8)

Γ
− (zcf − zcc) [m] (4.23)

where zt is the cloud top height, Tcf (10.8) the 10.8µm blackbody tem-

perature for a cloud-free pixel, Tcc(10.8) the same for a cloud-contaminated

pixel, Γ [Km−1] the atmospheric temperature lapse rate, zcf [m] the surface

elevation of the cloud-free pixel and zcc [m] that for the cloud-contaminated

pixel.

If zt falls below a threshold of 1000 m, the cloud entity is classified as

a potentially very low cloud. If the cloud appears to be higher, it is no

longer considered a potential fog or very low stratus entity and disregarded

in further tests.

The spatial tests conclude the fog/very low stratus delineation scheme.

The areas not discarded in any of the steps of the scheme (see figure 4.2)

constitute the fog/very low stratus area. This group includes ground fog,

elevated fog and other low stratiform clouds.A further distinction between

these classes is based on the techniques presented in the following sections.

An exemplary result of the very low stratus detection scheme with the

most important other classes identified in the process is shown in figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Very low stratus/cloud classification for 5 November 2003, 1000 UTC

(scene also shown in figures 4.4 and 4.12. This map shows the main cloud classes

identified in the scheme described in this section.
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4.3 Cloud Top Height Determination

The determination of low stratus ground contact requires knowledge of cloud

geometry as outlined in chapter 2 and summarised in equation 2.8. The

retrieval of cloud top height is explained in detail in this section, while

cloud geometrical thickness is covered in the next.

Since cloud top height determination is a major component of the new

scheme a separate literature review for this field is warranted. This is pre-

sented first before the development of the new method is introduced on this

basis.

4.3.1 Existing Approaches

A number of approaches to cloud height determination have been developed

for application in different contexts. Some of these make use of multispec-

tral measurements of atmospheric absorption, others rely on geometrical

considerations.

Absorption by oxygen in the atmospheric band around 761 nm (O2 A

band, ∼ 758–778 nm) can be related to cloud top height when assessed in

conjunction with radiances in a directly adjacent spectral band. The O2 A

band is deeper (i.e. the path of radiation through the atmosphere longer)

for a low cloud than for a high cloud so that a larger portion of the cloud

signal signal is removed. Cloud top height can be found by minimising

the difference between a signal simulated in radiative transfer computations

(RTC) and measured radiances, e.g. by use of least squares fitting (Fischer

& Grassl, 1991; Koelemeijer et al., 2001; Kokhanovsky et al., 2006;

Kokhanovsky & Rozanov, 2004; Kokhanovsky et al., 2005; Kurosu

et al., 1998; Kuze & Chance, 1994; Rozanov & Kokhanovsky, 2004).

While this method has been shown to reach a good accuracy in cloud top

height retrieval (e.g. Fischer et al., 1991), the required bands are unavail-

able on most present-day meteorological satellite systems, including MSG

SEVIRI. However, Fischer et al. (2003) presented a feasibility study for in-

clusion of an O2 A band channel on future geostationary systems (Meteosat

Third Generation, MTG), so O2 A cloud top height retrieval may become

an option in 10–20 years.

The method known as CO2 slicing is founded on similar principles. It

makes use two bands λ1 and λ2 with one near the centre of the CO2 ab-

sorption band around 15µm and one at its perimeter. The bands are close

enough to each other for the assumption ελ1 ' ελ2 to be valid, where ε is

cloud emissivity. The ratio of the radiances
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Iλ1 − Icf
λ1

Iλ2 − Icl
λ2

(4.24)

I: measured radiances, Icf for a clear pixel, can be taken as a measure of

absorption in both bands and thus linked to cloud top pressure (Antonelli

et al., 2002). Combined with knowledge of the atmospheric temperature and

transmittance profiles, cloud top pressure can be reconstructed (Fischer

et al., 2003; Menzel & Strabala, 1997; Frey et al., 2003; Park et al.,

1997).

The applicability of this method is limited where the observed difference

Iλ − Icf
λ is smaller than the instrument noise in at least one of the channels

used. This problem is very frequently encountered for low cloud situations

(Fischer et al., 2003). Thus, this method too is inappropriate for the

problem to be solved in this work.

Geometrical considerations are the basis of a number of multi-view cloud

top height retrievals. When a cloudy pixel is viewed from two different an-

gles with known relative positions of the viewing systems its height above

the ground can easily be computed (’parallax adjustment’). This technique

is applied on systems with more than one viewing angle (Muller et al.,

1999a,b; Poli et al., 2000; Prata & Turner, 1997; Zong, 1998; Zong

et al., 2002; Seiz & Davies, 2006), but also to simultaneous observations

from two or more systems, e.g. Meteosat 5 and 7 or GOES 8 and 9 (Camp-

bell & Holmlund, 2004; Mahani et al., 2000; Wylie et al., 1998). SE-

VIRI as a single view instrument could only be used in conjunction with

another system, such as Meteosat 7. However, SEVIRI’s spatial sample

rate is unmatched in its orbit at the moment so that a combination with

a different system would incur a loss of spatial information. Once MSG 2

is operational however, multi-view retrievals of cloud top height will be an

option on SEVIRI.

Simpson et al. (2000b,a) use cloud shadow information to infer the

height of a cloud by

L′

s = zt

√

tan2 θ0 + tan2 θ − (2 tan θ0 tan θ cosψ) [m] (4.25)

(Simpson et al., 2000b), with L′
s the observed length of the cloud shadow in

the satellite image, zt [m] cloud top height, θ the viewing (satellite) zenith

angle, θ0 the solar zenith angle and ψ the relative azimuth angle between

satellite and sun. While this approach is very straightforward and in theory

has a very low error margin, it relies on very accurate measurements of

cloud shadow length. With the relatively course spatial resolution of even
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the SEVIRI HRV channel and cloud shadows at angles varying with solar

geometry, this criterion cannot be fulfilled satisfactorily for low clouds.

A number of authors (Minnis et al., 1992; Randriamampianina et al.,

2000; Reynolds & von der Haar, 1977) compare infrared temperature

measured at the satellite sensor with an assumed static atmospheric lapse

rate. Minnis et al. (1992) derived an average boundary layer lapse rate

of 7.1 K per km from soundings, Randriamampianina et al. (2000) used

European Centre for Medium Range Forecasting (ECMWF) forecast tem-

perature profiles and Reynolds & von der Haar (1977) relied on upper

air soundings.

For fog patches limited by surrounding terrain, a trend surface analysis

can be performed for fog top height computation. Winiger et al. (1992)

as well as Reudenbach & Bendix (1998) superimpose a binary fog mask

onto a digital elevation model and extract the DEM values for all marginal

fog pixels. These values are interpolated over latitude and longitude for the

entire image pane. Interpolated height values are then assigned to all fog

pixels. The main drawbacks of this approach are a) that it can only be

applied to fog areas limited by terrain, and b) the uniform interpolation of

surface height for all fog areas within a scene leads to a very coarse height

assignment.

4.3.2 Method Design and Implementation

The above review shows that at most two methods can be sensibly applied to

fog top height determination on SEVIRI imagery: DEM interpolation and

fixed lapse rate application. Based on experiences reported above, DEM in-

terpolation is expected to yield more accurate results, so that this method is

to be applied with preference where relief conditions allow for it. Otherwise

lapse rate computation is to be used.

A major innovation introduced in the new cloud top height retrieval

method is the use of the concept of spatially discrete cloud entities intro-

duced in the previous section: On the assumption that on the given spatial

scale the stratus top surface can be assumed to be fairly homogeneous (cf.

Welch & Wielicki, 1986), the height of each cloudy pixel within the en-

tity is derived by spatial interpolation of the height values found for the

entity margin pixels. This interpolation is based on latitude, longitude and

corrected cloud top temperature. With the entity-based interpolation the

cloud top height assignment will be much more refined than with the scene-

oriented DEM interpolation technique presented above. An overview of the

new cloud top height scheme is shown in figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: Overview of the cloud top height scheme. For a detailed description

see text.

Accurate cloud top temperature information is a precondition for cloud

top height retrieval, because parts of the scheme depend on temperature

comparisons. To obtain this information, corrections for atmospheric ab-

sorption, cloud confidence and cloud transmissivity need to be performed.

All these factors distort the signal recorded at the satellite sensor and their

effects therefore must be removed.

The effects of atmospheric absorption are removed from the 10.8µm

blackbody temperatures based on a scheme proposed by Saunders (1988).

The corrected temperature is determined as a function of T10.8 and the

viewing zenith angle. A correction factor is computed for each combination

of the two and added to T10.8.

In the partly cloudy pixels at cloud margins, cloud and surface radiances

mix according to

I ′ = IcPc + Is(1 − Pc) [W m−2 sr−1 µm−1] (4.26)

with I ′ the intensity observed at the sensor, Ic [W m−2 sr−1 µm−1] cloud

intensity, Is [Wm−2sr−1µm−1] surface intensity and Pc cloud confidence in

the given pixel and wavelength.

Pc has been computed as a cloud confidence level in section 4.2, so that

for marginal pixels, Ic can be computed as

Ic =
I ′ − Is(1 − Pc)

Pc
[W m−2 sr−1 µm−1] (4.27)
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For non-opaque clouds emission of the surface below the cloud layer

constitutes part of the registered radiances:

I ′ = Istc +B(Tc)(1 − tc) [W m−2 sr−1 µm−1] (4.28)

with tc = e−τ/µ0 cloud transmissivity and B(Tc) [W m−2 sr−1 µm−1] the

brightness of a blackbody at the temperature of the cloud. Transmissivity

correction aims to remove Is. The corrected cloud top temperature is com-

puted following Nakajima & Nakajima (1995) and Stephens (1994). For

detailed descriptions of the methods see the sources cited.

As stated above, ideally an interpolation of fog marginal elevation as

extracted from a DEM should serve to derive cloud top height. In some

cases however, fog is not limited by terrain, so that this method will fail.

A decision on whether or not DEM height extraction is possible for a

given fog marginal pixel requires knowledge of its spatial situation. This

information is contained in a combination of the spatially discrete cloud

entities introduced above (section 4.2) and a digital elevation model.

It is assumed that the marginal pixels of each entity are only partly

covered by cloud and thus represent the area where cloud patch and terrain

meet. This is implicit in the design of the cloud detection scheme outlined

above and corroborated by the cloud confidence level value saved for each

pixel (equation 4.18). In order to be considered for margin height extraction,

a cloud entity margin pixel must satisfy two criteria:

1. The surface relief at the location of the given pixel must be sufficient.

This criterion is to ensure that the partly cloudy marginal pixel is not

located in flat terrain. This criterion is shown on the left hand side of

figure 4.15.

In to verify this, a digital elevation model projected to MSG geometry

and with a nadir resolution of 1 km is collocated with the low stratus

classification. To every 1 pixel in the low stratus classification, a region

of 3 by 3 pixels corresponds in the DEM. Relief (∆z) is determined

from this 3 by 3 pixel area, with

∆z(c, r) = zmax(c, r) − zmin(c, r) (4.29)

where zmax(c, r) is the maximum elevation and zmin(c, r) the minimum

elevation within the marginal pixel at coordinates (c, r).

A pixel value is included in interpolation where ∆z ≥ 50m. Visual

inspection of a relief map at the given resolution shows that a good
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separation of the mountainous and low-land regions of Europe can be

achieved in this way.

2. The surface elevation of the adjacent clear area must be larger than

under the cloud layer. While the previous test excludes flat terrain,

the cloud layer may for example be located above a valley with no

terrain limitation on the downslope. The direction of the relief must

therefore be tested as shown on the right hand side of figure 4.15.

To test this criterion, the surface elevation of the clear pixels directly

adjacent to the cloud entity margin pixel is considered. At least one of

these values must exceed the surface elevation underneath the cloud.

Figure 4.15: Criteria for DEM selection. This figure shows two criteria that must

be met by cloud entity margin pixels limited by terrain. A certain minimum relief

needs to be present (left), and terrain must be rising from the cloud area (right).

For a marginal pixel selected in this way, the value of the corresponding

digital elevation model pixel is taken as the height value. Figure 4.16 shows

the concept of this height extraction.

Where a pixel has been found unsuited for direct DEM height extraction,

an environmental temperature lapse rate needs to be applied. Cloud top

height zt(c, r) for each pixel with coordinates (c, r) is found according to

zt(c, r) = zs(c, r) +
Tt(c, r) − Ts(c, r)

Γ
[m] (4.30)
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Figure 4.16: The concept of the margin height extraction scheme. The value of

the DEM pixel at the cloud margin is taken as the cloud top height zt. Vertical lines

indicate pixel borders.

Tt(c, r)[K] is the temperature of the cloud top, Ts(c, r)[K] that of the surface

and Γ [Km−1] the environmental temperature lapse rate (also see concept

sketch in figure 4.17).

The height zt(c, r) obtained in equation 4.30 will be distorted if the

marginal pixel considered is only partly cloud covered. In order to maximise

the accuracy obtained in equation 4.30, Tt(c, r) and zs(c, r) are therefore

taken from the nearest cloudy pixel satisfying

Pc(c, r) ≥ Pc(e) −
σ(Pc(e))

2
(4.31)

with Pc(c, r) the cloud confidence level for each pixel at (c, r), Pc(e) the

mean cloud confidence level of the given entity, and σ(Pc(e)) its standard

deviation.

For radiation fog, it is assumed that after sunrise the inversion has been

lifted from the ground and the environmental temperature lapse rate within

the fog layer has been destabilised. For fog situations not related to surface

cooling, this condition can be assumed in all cases. In this light average Γ

can be presumed to be negative (i.e. decreasing temperature with increasing

height). Indeed, Minnis et al. (1992) report an average lapse rate of -

0.0071 K m−1 for the boundary layer and Holets & Swanson (1981) also

measured rates near the moist adiabatic lapse in a fog layer.

However, while the fog top is closely associated with the inversion base

genetically (cf. chapter 2), its precise height varies in time. Normally it is

not precisely at the base of the inversion but slightly above it (Roach, 1995;
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Figure 4.17: The concept of the height determination scheme using an environ-

mental lapse rate. zt and zs cloud and ground elevation respectively, Tt and Ts are

the cloud and surface temperatures, Γ is the environmental temperature lapse rate.

Assumed quantities are presented in blue, known figures in black and the derived

quantity in red.

Findlater, 1985; Bendix, 2004). This fact is relevant when considering

the cloud top (cf. lapse rate correction in Reudenbach & Bendix, 1998).

In order to better estimate the integrated lapse rate from the ground

to the cloud top for a range of situations, temperature and height differ-

ences were evaluated for margin pixels with DEM-derived height assign-

ment. Based on these considerations and computations in 30 scenes, an

average integrated environmental lapse rate of -0.0054 Km−1 was identified

for all situations. This figure is applied in the cloud top height interpolation

scheme for those entities failing the interpolation test.

As a rough assessment of method plausibility, the computed cloud top

heights were compared with series of radiosonde measurements. Figure 4.18

shows a selection of temperature and humidity radio soundings for 1200 uni-

versal time co-ordinated (UTC), 16 January 2005 throughout the study re-

gion. While radiosonde measurements offer no precise data on cloud top

height, a possible range for this parameter can be read from vertical temper-

ature and humidity profiles. The inversion base is found where temperature

begins increasing with height. The cloud base is located somewhere near

this point, and generally linked with decreasing levels of relative humid-

ity. The satellite-derived cloud top heights shown in figure 4.18 generally

fall within this range around a temperature inversion base. The cloud top

height retrieval results are therefore accepted as plausible.
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Figure 4.18: Radio soundings of temperature and humidity for 1200 UTC, 16 Jan-

uary 2005, with cloud top heights computed from satellite imagery.
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4.4 Cloud Geometrical Thickness

The retrieval of cloud thickness completes the newly developed methodology

(see figure 2.4). Together with cloud height information computed according

to the method introduced in the previous section, cloud thickness can be

used to distinguish between ground fog and elevated fog (see figure 2.3).

Cloud thickness can be addressed in a variety of ways, according to

the focus of a study. Therefore, this section sets out with a consideration

of cloud thickness concepts and their manifestation in satellite-measured

radiances. Then, previous approaches to the problem of cloud thickness

retrieval are presented. They are discussed in the light of cloud thickness

concepts with a clear identification of shortcomings. Based on these insights,

the development of the new method is then described in detail.

4.4.1 Physical Basis

Concepts of Cloud Thickness

The thickness of a cloud can be defined either in a geometrical or in an

optical sense. Geometrically, cloud thickness ∆z is the difference of cloud

boundary heights, i.e.

∆z = zt − zb [m] (4.32)

with zt [m] cloud top and zb [m] cloud base height. The cloud boundaries

can be physically defined as those points in the vertical profile where cloud

liquid water content ρc reaches 0.

Cloud extent defined in this way is related to optical cloud delimitation in

that it is the path along which cloud optical properties are integrated. Cloud

optical thickness (or depth, τ) has already been introduced in section 4.1.2.

It is the integration of extinction over cloud geometrical thickness.

Based on equations 4.9 and 4.10, optical depth and cloud geometrical

thickness can be related as follows:

∆z = τ/βe [m] (4.33)

This means that τ and ∆z are only linked via the average extinction

coefficient (βe [m−1]). Depending on the vertical stratification of βe, a cloud

with a fixed vertical extent is ambiguous concerning τ . The same ambiguity

applies to liquid water path W [gm−2], related to ∆z via average liquid

water content ρc [gm−3] by
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∆z = W/ρc [m] (4.34)

In section 4.1.2 it has been shown that W and τ directly explain the

satellite signal. βe and ρc however do not affect the signal and cannot be

retrieved. Due to the relationships revealed in equations 4.33 and 4.34,

cloud geometrical thickness therefore cannot be deduced directly from the

intensities received at the satellite sensor.

Although geometrical information thus is not the only determinant of

W and τ , knowledge of these bulk parameters would nonetheless allow for

insights into the vertical buildup of a cloud. As they are directly linked to

radiation received at the satellite sensor (cf. section 4.1.2), the retrieval of

some such integrated cloud parameters from satellite data is possible. In

the following, an overview of parameters and retrieval techniques is given.

Integrated Cloud Parameters and Their Retrieval

The transport of radiation through a cloud has been briefly discussed in

section 4.1.2. Solar reflectance at visible and near to middle infrared wave-

lengths is determined by cloud optical depth and droplet effective radius

and thus also linked to liquid water path.
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Figure 4.19: Imaginary part of the refractive index (absorption) for liquid water

and ice. Data according to Segelstein (1981, water) and Warren (1984, ice).

At visible wavelengths (up to about 1.2µm) no radiation is absorbed

and cloud reflectance is entirely governed by cloud optical depth. At near

and midwave infrared wavelengths, the absorption increases sharply. The

absorption component of the interaction of matter with radiation is called
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the imaginary part of the refractive index. This is depicted in figure 4.19 for

the relevant wavelength region. Thus, the signal is impacted on by particle

size: Absorption increases with droplet size, reducing the overall signal.

However, the level of absorption also depends on the optical depth of a

cloud at these wavelengths, up to the asymptotic limit, beyond which only

droplet size matters. This limit is reached earlier at longer MIR wavelengths

with increasing absorption efficiency. Figure 4.20 highlights the dependence

of VIS and MIR reflectances on both parameters.
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Figure 4.20: The dependence of middle infrared (3.9µm) and visible range

(0.6µm) reflectances on cloud optical depth (τ) and droplet effective radius (ae).

3.9µm reflectance increases with decreasing droplet sizes, and 0.6µm reflectance

mostly rises with cloud optical depth.

This principle can be exploited in satellite remote sensing to retrieve

cloud optical depth and droplet effective radius, and thus liquid water path

(equation 4.13). A number of these solar reflectance methods have been

developed and presented (e.g. Twomey & Cocks, 1982, 1989; King, 1987;

Nakajima & King, 1990; Nakajima et al., 1991).

For this study, the approach developed by Nakajima & Nakajima

(1995) and expanded by Kawamoto et al. (2001) was chosen. This tech-

nique is well-suited for application in a study dealing with fog, as it uses the

3.9µm band as the absorbing channel and thus allows for the retrieval of

thin clouds. The method inverts tabulated reflectance and angle values com-

puted with the RSTAR-5b radiative transfer code (Nakajima & Tanaka,

1986). In an iterative procedure the observed radiances are fitted to the ex-

act values contained in these lookup tables (LUTs). While computationally

slightly more expensive than other schemes, the algorithm has been shown
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to yield very accurate results (Nakajima & Nakajima, 1995; Nauss et al.,

2005).

The scheme was originally developed for NOAA AVHRR; a look-up table

(LUT) adapted to MSG SEVIRI was computed by Nauss et al. (2004).

The entire procedure has been implemented in the MetProd module of the

processing framework (see chapter 3), so that the parameters ae, τ and W

are available for use in the fog detection scheme.

4.4.2 Approaches to Cloud Geometry Retrieval

Bulk cloud optical properties are very well represented by droplet effective

radius and optical depth, regardless of the details of the droplet size distri-

bution and vertical stratification (Hu & Stamnes, 1993). Nonetheless, as

shown above, the consideration of cloud geometry requires some knowledge

of, or at least assumptions on, the vertical cloud profile or at least its average

composition. A number of approaches attempting just this have been put

forth. These will be reviewed in the following paragraphs along with short

assessments of their strengths and weaknesses.

Simple Parameterisations

The simplest kind of approach to cloud thickness computation relies on

parameterisations of one or more parameters related to thickness. These

methods usually yield only very rough approximations.

Ellrod (2002) applies a threshold to the difference of GOES infrared

brightness temperatures between clear and cloudy pixels to identify cloud

base heights <1000 ft (≈ 300 m). This approach relies on the assumptions

that a) a low temperature difference indicates low cloud top height, and

b) all clouds identified are of sufficient thickness for their bases to reach

1000 ft. While the first of these assumptions will be roughly accurate in

most situations, the second condition is not solid enough for application

in the context of the present study, where more precise cloud geometry

information is needed.

A range of schemes implicitly or explicitly relate cloud optical bulk pa-

rameters to cloud geometrical thickness. The brightness temperature dif-

ference between 10.8 and 3.9µm can be linked to cloud optical depth (as

shown in figure 2.1). Based on this relationship, and assuming a constant

vertical stratification, the brightness temperature difference is used by Ell-

rod (1995) to estimate fog geometrical thickness from GOES imagery. This

method provides only very rough approximations to cloud thickness, as it
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only considers optical depth (by proxy). The lack of information on cloud

buildup significantly impacts on the accuracy of this method.

Some authors present methods to estimate the average liquid water con-

tent ρc of a cloud. Together with a computed liquid water path value, cloud

thickness can then be found according to equation 4.34. Stephens (1979),

Hess et al. (1998) and Korolev et al. (2001) present such liquid water con-

tent values for a range of different cloud types (0.05 to 0.30 gm−3 for stra-

tus); Nakajima & Nakajima (1995) also use a fixed value (0.154 gm−3) for

stratus cloud thickness retrieval. Hutchison (2002) uses values of 0.20 to

0.45 gm−3 but remarks that these are only applicable to thin homogeneous

clouds. The obvious problem of this type of method is the wide range of

possible values of ρc. In the examples cited alone, a variation by a factor of

9 is found between the smallest and largest estimates.

Other authors relate ρc to temperature (Gultepe & Isaac, 1997; Liou,

2002) and droplet effective radius (McFarlane et al., 1995; Martin et al.,

1994). Although these approximations may be useful for local application,

vertical variation within a cloud is only insufficiently represented so that ρc

found in this way is no sound basis for cloud thickness determination.

Adiabatic Approximations

Several authors try to compensate the lack of vertical cloud information by

assuming an adiabatic cloud profile. In these situations liquid water content

is expected to increase monotonically with height over cloud base. The

adiabatic assumption gives the liquid water mixing ratio ml (mass of liquid

water per mass of dry air) at a height z within the cloud as

ml(z) = mv(zb) −mv(z) [g kg−1] (4.35)

with mv [g kg−1] the water vapour mixing ratio and zb [m] cloud base height.

A parcel of moist air rising from underneath the cloud reaches saturation at

the cloud base zb. On its way up within the cloud, no moisture is removed

from or added to the parcel.

For clouds with such an adiabatic profile, Brenguier et al. (2000) state

a relationship of liquid water path W with the square of cloud thickness,

based on considerations presented by Boers & Mitchell (1994):

W ∝ (∆z)
2 (4.36)

This implies that for adiabatic clouds, thickness can be approximated

using liquid water path. In absence of liquid water path information, Min-

nis et al. (1992) use cloud optical thickness as a proxy value and fit its
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distribution to observed cloud thickness data. By least-squares regression

they obtain

∆z = −45.6 + 84.3τ 0.5 [m] (4.37)

For the marine stratocumulus clouds this parameterisation is based on,

Minnis et al. (1992) obtain a correlation coefficient of 0.64 and a root mean

square error (RMSE) of 61.6 m for classification skill. Based on the same

data set, Heidinger & Stephens (2000) fit cloud thickness as

∆z = 45τ2/3 [m] (4.38)

While these parameterisations have a certain validity for approximating

cloud systems closely resembling the ones they were fitted to, their transfer-

ability has to be questioned (as shown in Bendix et al., 2005). The main

problem with these approaches using only optical depth as a predictor is

their ambiguity. A low optical thickness is interpreted as a low geometrical

thickness, while it may as well indicate a low droplet sizes (e.g. in a thick

cloud with little pollution). As shown in equation 4.13, the relationship

between optical depth and liquid water path is via droplet effective radius.

The use of τ alone as a proxy for W therefore has to be questioned.

Other authors therefore further explore the adiabatic cloud model with

respect to liquid water content and liquid water path. In an adiabatic cloud,

(adiabatic) liquid water concentration ρad
c and height z above cloud base zb

are related linearly:

ρad
c (z) = Cw(z − zb) [gm−3] (4.39)

(Brenguier et al., 2000). Cw [gm−3m−1] is the moist adiabatic condensate

coefficient and describes the rate of change of liquid water with height. Its

value depends on temperature and pressure. At sea level, it ranges from 1 *

10−3 to 2.5 * 10−3 for temperatures from 0 to 40◦C. In the lower atmosphere

(at high pressure levels) the variation of Cw with height is limited so that for

thin low-level clouds it can be assumed to be almost constant (Brenguier,

1991). In these conditions, the adiabatic cloud liquid water path is given by

W ad =
Cw∆2

z

2
[gm−2] (4.40)

(Brenguier et al., 2000)

On the assumption that a liquid water path retrieved from satellite data

as presented above represents an adiabatic cloud, ∆z can be computed using

this relationship. Iwabuchi & Hayasaka (2003) apply this insight to the
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retrieval of boundary layer cloud geometrical thickness. An evaluation by

Bendix et al. (2005) however has shown this technique to perform very

poorly for low stratiform clouds. This implies that the adiabatic assumption

is incorrect for this type of cloud.

Some of the parameterisations presented above are shown in figure 4.21

as a function of cloud optical depth. It is apparent that the parameteri-

sations by Minnis et al. (1992) and Heidinger & Stephens (2000) are

insensitive to changes in droplet effective radius. Their values roughly cor-

respond to the Brenguier approximation with an effective radius of 10µm

(not shown for visual clarity). The simple parameterisations with a fixed

liquid water content show the largest deviation with effective radius at large

optical depths.
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in the text. Mi: Minnis et al. (1992), HS: Heidinger & Stephens (2000), Br:

Brenguier et al. (2000) using a cloud base temperature of 273K and the droplet

effective radius indicated (5 and 15), LWC: using a fixed liquid water content of

0.25 gm−3 and the droplet effective radius indicated.

Pseudosounding

A third strand of approaches designed to retrieve cloud geometrical thickness

makes use of the asymptotic absorption limits in the middle infrared. In

this range, photon absorption increases with wavelength. This means that

a radiation originating from a cloud is more likely to be absorbed at longer

MIR wavelengths, so that the information contained in satellite-received

radiation represents increasingly shallow layers at cloud top (Platnick,

2000).
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Satellite-based retrievals of cloud optical properties generally foot on a

homogeneous plane-parallel cloud (vertically uniform plane-parallel) model.

This concept assumes a cloud with no vertical (and horizontal) variation.

Ideally, the microphysical parameters retrieved at different MIR wavelengths

should therefore be identical. In a real cloud droplet effective radius varies

with height though. Therefore, given the differences in MIR penetration

depths, conclusions regarding the vertical profile of the cloud are possible

(Bendix et al., 2005). This technique is referred to as ’pseudosounding’.

Unfortunately, properties observed at different MIR wavelengths repre-

sent the cloud at different optical rather than geometrical depths (Chang

& Li, 2003). Therefore, no information on cloud geometrical thickness can

be derived from multiple-wavelength MIR measurements alone.

The only way to resolve a geometrical cloud profile from different MIR

optical penetration depths is by fitting the distribution to an assumed verti-

cal cloud profile. This is done by various authors using adding-and-doubling

radiative transfer models (e.g. Chang & Li, 2002a,b, 2003; Platnick, 2000;

Schüller et al., 2005). Adding-doubling models consist of various vertically

integrated layers. Simulations are performed for each layer, and integrated

cloud parameters are computed from the ensemble of layers. The vertical

profiles modelled by the cited authors mostly use adiabatic assumptions.

While this type of technique is very well rooted in cloud radiative physics

and may be expected to produce results of good accuracy, its applicability

to fog thickness retrieval using MSG SEVIRI is limited by the channels

available on this system:

The SEVIRI instrument has middle infrared bands at 1.6 and 3.9µm. At

the less absorbing band at 1.6µm, radiation penetrates much deeper into the

cloud, so that in principle, profile information could be retrieved. However,

for optical depths smaller than about 15, the cloud will be fully penetrated at

1.6µm and thus no significant vertical signature will be found (Platnick,

2000). This inhibits a useful retrieval of droplet effective radius at this

wavelength for thin clouds. Pseudosounding of cloud thickness therefore is

not possible on MSG SEVIRI.

4.4.3 Vertical Stratification of Fog and Very Low Stratiform

Clouds

While the more sophisticated approaches presented above generally assume

linear profiles of cloud microphysical parameters, the buildup of real clouds

is more complex. The adiabatic increase in liquid water content with height

is a rare exception; most clouds have distinctly sub-adiabatic profiles, i.e.
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water content increases more slowly. Indeed, data presented by Brenguier

et al. (2003) clearly shows that an adiabatic profile of ρc systematically

overestimates the real liquid water path. The development of a more realistic

cloud thickness retrieval technique therefore requires a closer consideration

of vertical water distribution in fog.

As a measure of departure from the adiabatic situation, Betts (1982)

introduced the in-cloud mixing parameter

β =
dps

dp
(4.41)

(Betts, 1982, 1985), with ps the saturation pressure (i.e. the point where

a parcel just reaches saturation) at pressure level p. For a well-mixed layer,

the saturation point is constant, yielding β = 0 for adiabatic situations

(saturation is reached at cloud base). For sub-adiabatic clouds, β typically

takes values 0 ≤ β < 1. A departure from β = 0 impacts on liquid water

concentration:

ml(z) = (1 − β)mad
l (z) [g kg−1] (4.42)

(Boers & Mitchell, 1994). ml(z) is the liquid water mixing ratio at height

z, and mad
l (z) [g moisture / kg dry air] the adiabatic liquid water mixing

ratio at the same level. Thus, for small β, water mixing ratio remains close

to adiabatic; when β approaches 1, liquid water falls to 0.

In a number of studies, average mixing parameters between 0.3 and 0.4

have been identified for boundary layer stratocumulus clouds, and slightly

lower values for stratus (Boers & Betts, 1988; Boers & Mitchell, 1994;

Betts & Boers, 1990; Boers et al., 1991; Slingo et al., 1982).

For the purpose of cloud geometrical thickness determination in the con-

text of the present study, the processes in vertical cloud development deserve

closer consideration. In particular, the processes of cloud formation and de-

velopment need to be reconsidered in this light.

Generally, droplets in stratiform clouds form by condensation rather

than by coalescence. This also holds true for radiation fog. Therefore,

turbulent mixing is of minor importance in fog formation. The formation of

radiation fog presents a special situation since it occurs at the ground sur-

face. Nonetheless, the dominant processes effecting liquid water distribution

within a boundary layer stratiform cloud are very similar.

As a special case, radiation fog development will be considered in the

following paragraphs. Where applicable, parallels to other very low stratus

clouds will be shown. The formation and development of radiation fog in-

volves a fine balance of radiative cooling and turbulent mixing of air. It can
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be split into three main processes, each with a distinctive impact on water

distribution within the cloud. These processes are presented in overview in

figure 4.22. Development stages in this figure are labelled in agreement with

the following paragraphs.

Figure 4.22: Processes in fog and very low stratus development. For a detailed

description see text; development stages are numbered like the corresponding para-

graphs.

1. In the initial phases of the radiation fog life cycle, radiative cooling

takes place at the ground surface. At this stage, slight turbulence

is needed to spread the cooling effect to and within the air near the

ground. As the dew temperature is reached in this layer, condensation

sets in. Initially, the condensate is deposited on the ground as dew, due

to the prevailing turbulence. The further development of fog in this

situation depends on comparatively calm conditions, i.e. the initial

turbulence must subside so the water loss due to dew settling ceases

(Brown & Roach, 1976; Roach, 1995). Only very slight turbulence

(up to 0.5m s−1) still occurs at this stage (Gerber, 1981). Radiative

cooling then leads to thickening and stabilisation of the fog layer as
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the cooling surface moves upwards.

Liquid water content in the cloud rises with height in the fog layer

(Pruppacher & Klett, 1997). Because there is little vertical motion

within the cloud, the droplet number concentration remains almost

constant with height. Increasing liquid water content manifests itself in

increasing droplet size (Brenguier et al., 2000; Chang & Li, 2002b).

The liquid water profile at this stage is sub-adiabatic by tendency, as

shown in the left hand pane of figure 4.22.

2. At ground level, heat conduction from the soil continues after the

radiatively cooled surface has shifted upwards, resulting in heat and

moisture convection into the lower fog layers (Roach, 1995). Mixing

thus sets in again at the fog base.

For all boundary layer clouds, with or without ground contact, layer

coupling, i.e. exchange between layers, is generally better (i.e. β

smaller) in the presence of strong and low inversions (Durand &

Bourcy, 2001). Also, a good coupling of the lowermost cloud layer to

the air layer near the surface (where not in contact with the ground)

reduces local in-cloud β to values near 0. Water supply from below

the cloud is steady and mixing conditions near the cloud base are close

to adiabatic. Meyer & Rao (1999) use β = 0.1 for this region.

This influence of the ground or the layer below the cloud is shown in

the second pane of figure 4.22.

3. With growing thickness, mixing slowly sets in again. Radiative cooling

of the upper fog layers leads to convective turbulence within the fog

(Caughey et al., 1982). This process has two main effects: On the one

hand the resulting upwards movements of moisture within the cloud

enhance the increase of water content with height (Oliver et al., 1978;

Manton, 1983; Walker, 2003).

On the other hand, water content near the cloud top is depleted due

to dry air entrainment (Roach, 1995). The cloud top layer is quickly

decoupled from the lower layers; the monotonical rise in liquid water

content thus stops just below the cloud top. Dry air from the sur-

roundings is mixed into the cloud leading to a quick decline in droplet

size and water content (Boers & Mitchell, 1994; Driedonks &

Duynkerke, 1989; Roach et al., 1982; Brown & Roach, 1976;

Hoffmann & Roth, 1989). This point is usually reached at about

80–90 % of cloud height (Wieprecht et al., 2005).
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For very low stratus clouds other than radiation fog, cloud development

obviously does not start at the ground, so that initial cloud formation fol-

lows a different pattern. However, the parallels in cloud development and

thus stratification are extensive. As in radiation fog, turbulence is of minor

importance or largely absent in the formation process. Coupling with the

layer below the cloud and cloud top entrainment take place in elevated very

low stratus clouds as well, so that the resulting cloud profile is very similar

to the one described above and depicted in figure 4.22.

The idealised profile described in the above paragraphs is closely matched

by observations of fog and very low stratus. Detailed descriptions of the pro-

cesses and corresponding measurements in fog and very low stratus are also

given in a large number of studies (e.g. Caughey et al., 1982; Hayasaka

et al., 1995; Genio & Wolf, 2000; Best, 1951; Hess et al., 1998; Miles

et al., 2000; Heintzenberg et al., 1998; Fitzjarrald & Lala, 1989;

Platnick, 2000).

4.4.4 Development and Implementation of a Cloud Water

Model

As shown above, the typical boundary layer cloud profile is far from the

adiabatic or other linear ideals assumed in the cloud thickness retrieval ap-

proaches presented above. Therefore, the development of a new method for

the determination of cloud base height with a specific focus on boundary

layer stratiform clouds needed to be developed.

The new method was designed to closely follow the cloud profile and

process considerations presented above. To this end, a numerical model

of cloud liquid water change with height within a given cloud layer was

developed.

Figure 4.23 gives an overview of the new scheme. Liquid water path

and cloud top height are known for a given pixel (their retrieval has been

discussed above). Using the new model, cloud water distribution is simulated

for clouds with the known cloud top height and assumed cloud base heights.

This procedure is repeated iteratively until liquid water path of the modelled

cloud agrees with the liquid water path retrieved from satellite imagery. The

corresponding cloud base height is accepted as the valid assumption for the

given pixel.

The main challenge in model development is to accurately quantify the

deviation from the adiabatic profile, i.e. the mixing parameter β. A number

of values for β have been reported by various authors (see above). However,

in the light of the very low stratus development processes discussed above,
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Figure 4.23: Overview of the cloud base height retrieval scheme. See text for an

explanation of variables and procedure.
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a more detailed consideration of the cloud profile is warranted. Therefore,

in the newly developed model, the cloud is considered as consisting of three

layers with different values of β. For each cloud layer from an assumed cloud

base to the known cloud top, the adiabatic liquid water content is computed

and then modified according to β assumed for the layer:

ρc(z) = (1 − β)ρaml(z) [gm−3] (4.43)

with ρa the density of air and ml(z) [g kg−1] liquid water mixing ratio at

height z (equation 4.35). ml(z) is a function of pressure and temperature

at z.

The parameterisation of β for each layer closely follows the discussion

of cloud processes presented above. The cloud is segmented into three lay-

ers, cloud top (entrainment), cloud base (coupling with ground or surface

layer) and the region in between. The concepts introduced in the following

paragraphs are visualised in figure 4.24.

• In the central region of the cloud (between the base and top layers), a

fixed value of β is applied. It has been stated above that coupling of

cloud layers is greater the closer a cloud is to the ground. β is therefore

scaled from 0 to 0.3 according to cloud top height above ground, with

β =
0.3zt

1000
(4.44)

In this way, a cloud with top height zt = 1000m will be assigned a β

of 0.3, a cloud with zt = 500m 0.15. This figure is then fixed for the

central cloud region.

• On the assumption that moisture is fed into the cloud from below (see

above), β must be smaller in the lower part of the cloud and gradually

increase towards the central region. Within the lowermost 75 m of the

cloud βl (β of the lowermost layer) is scaled linearly from 0 to β of the

central region, increasing upwards. This marks the transition from an

almost adiabatic increase in ρc to a layer with worse coupling.

• Near cloud top, dry air entrainment quickly reduces ρc to zero. To

account for this in the model, where the uppermost 50 m are reached

(Wieprecht et al., 2005), liquid water linearly drops to 0 up to the

cloud top.

This configuration was derived by cloud profile and process descriptions

in a multitude of papers (see previous section). The sensitivity of the thresh-
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olds will be explored below (figure 4.27) for one profile observation. The

concept is shown in overview in figure 4.24.

Figure 4.24: The cloud profile parameterisation used for cloud liquid water path

computation. The figure shows the development of mixing ratio β and liquid water

content ρc with height in the cloud. Cloud layers are the same as those shown in

figure 4.22. For a detailed description see text.

The integration of ρc over the thickness of the cloud yields modelled

liquid water path Wm. This bulk parameter is also known from satellite

retrievals (Ws), so that model and measured parameters can be compared.

This is done in an iterative procedure in which cloud base is shifted until the

best match is found. In a first step, cloud bases at 300 m below ground and

just below the known cloud top are assumed. They are iteratively raised

and lowered to close in on the measured liquid water path (see figure 4.23).

Since the satellite-derived quantity of Ws is retrieved at a wavelength of

3.9µm with a small photon penetration depth into the cloud (see above), its

value is not representative of the entire cloud. Platnick (2000) quantified

the relationship between observed and retrieved Ws for several cloud optical

depths. These relationships are used to correct satellite Ws before fitting

the model.

While above cloud base height was generally defined as the point where

cloud liquid water content drops to 0, the definition of fog requires a certain

level of extinction, i.e. a visibility less than 1000 m. Therefore, visibility

is computed for each level as well. Visibility is derived from extinction by

Koschmieder’s law for a contrast threshold of 2 % according to equation 4.7.

Extinction is given by

βe =
3ρc

2aeρl
[m−1] (4.45)

with ρl the density of liquid water [g m−3]. Droplet effective radius ae [µm]
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for each level is computed on the assumptions that ae retrieved at 3.9µm

is the cloud top value, cloud base ae is at 1µm and the intermediate values

are scaled linearly in between.

The lowest height with visibility <1000 m within the fitted profile is

identified as the base of the fog layer.

The modelled cloud base height very much depends on the validity of

all the assumptions and parameterisations. In order to express this uncer-

tainty, a ground fog confidence level is computed. Technically, ground fog

is likely to occur when the computed cloud base is at or below the surface

elevation in a given location. This elevation is taken from a digital elevation

model. Ground fog confidence levels are scaled on an interval from 0 to 1.

A confidence level of 1 is assigned to situations where half of the simulated

cloud or more lies below the ground surface, i.e. zt − zb ≥ 2(zt − zs) where

zt is the cloud top height, zb cloud base height and zs surface elevation. A

confidence level of 0 is given to situations where at least one cloud thickness

remains between cloud base and the ground, i.e. zt − zs ≥ 2(zt − zb). The

computation of the ground fog confidence level Pg for any given zb follows

Pg = 0.5 − 0.72 ln

(

zt − zs
zt − zb

)

(4.46)

A sensitivity study of the model expectedly reveals a strong dependency

of simulated cloud thickness on liquid water path and cloud top temper-

ature. This relationship is shown in figure 4.25. The thickness of warm

clouds changes almost linearly with liquid water path; the effect of small

temperature changes is more enhanced at lower cloud top temperature lev-

els. Generally, at constant thickness a warm cloud will have a higher liquid

water path than a cold cloud. This is very much in accordance with physical

expectations (also see chapter 2).

In order to assess model plausibility, a few profiles of microphysical prop-

erties in stratus layers have been extracted from the literature and compared

with model output. They are presented in figures 4.26, 4.28 and 4.29. The

best fit modelled profile is shown in each figure, along with an adiabatic

profile and a horizontal line indicating cloud base height computed from

equation 4.40 (’Brenguier approach’).

Figure 4.26 shows the liquid water content of a low stratiform cloud

reported by Slingo & Schrecker (1982). The modelled profile very well

approximates the cloud dimensions, while an adiabatic profile and the Bren-

guier parameterisation both overestimate cloud base height. This is a typi-

cal example of a sub-adiabatic low stratus cloud profile as discussed above.

Ground fog confidence is at Pg = 0.00. This means that the new scheme
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Figure 4.25: Dependence of simulated cloud thickness on liquid water path and

cloud top temperature, at a constant cloud top height of 500m above ground. Dis-

cussion see text.
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Figure 4.26: A low stratus cloud profile observed by Slingo et al. (1982), with

a cloud base of 745m. The profile is shown together with liquid water content

modelled using an adiabatic model, the new sub-adiabatic model, and cloud base

height retrieved based on the parameterisation by Brenguier (equation 4.40, ’Cloud

base Br’). For a listing of measurements and modelled values see 4.2.
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classified this cloud as not touching the ground at maximum confidence.

This profile was also used to explore the sensitivity of cloud base pre-

diction accuracy to the thresholds of β and cloud base and top transition.

Figure 4.27 shows the deviation of the modelled profile from the measured

cloud thickness as a function of the chosen value of β, the height of the

cloud base transition zone and the cloud top zone. It can be seen that with

increasing β cloud base height is underestimated. This is because at a larger

β, the same liquid water path fills a thicker cloud. Increasing the height of

the cloud base transition zone, i.e. the zone in which βl is scaled from 0 to β

generally effects an overestimation of cloud base height. When the height of

the cloud top transition zone, i.e. the zone where cloud liquid water content

drops to 0, is increased, cloud base height is underestimated by tendency.

Overall, these figures show that the thresholds deduced from literature re-

view (β = 0.3, cloud base transition = 75 m, cloud top transition = 50 m)

very appropriately approximate the profile considered.
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Figure 4.27: Deviation of the computed cloud base height from observed cloud

base height in metres as a function of β, cloud base transition and cloud top transi-

tion. For a constant β, increasing height of the cloud base transition zone leads to

increasing overestimation of cloud base (left hand panel). The dependence on β is

very strong. Increasing the height of the cloud top transition zone leads to enhanced

underestimation of cloud base.

The only description of a ground fog profile found in the literature is

given in Pinnick et al. (1978). Unfortunately, these authors only measured

the profile up to a height of 155 m above ground, while their measurements

clearly indicate that the cloud top is not yet reached at this height (liquid

water content � 0). The remaining part of the profile is thus estimated as

shown in figure 4.28. The Brenguier parameterisation underestimates cloud

thickness and thus does not identify it as a cloud with ground contact. On

the other hand, both models overestimate the profile, even the adiabatic
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Figure 4.28: A ground fog profile taken from Pinnick et al. (1978). For explana-

tions cf. figure 4.26. The thin horizontal lines indicate the upper and lower limits

of the original data. For a listing of measurements and modelled values see 4.2.

model. This is due to the fact that there is no real cloud base. In order to

understand the model thickness overestimation it needs to be considered that

the fog profile starts with a liquid water content of almost 0.1 gm−3 at the

surface, which is only possible in situations with cloud ground contact. The

models however assume a cloud base water content of 0, so that naturally

the modelled cloud base must be below the surface. For this example the

overestimation of the thickness is not a problem as ground contact is properly

detected. A sound ground fog confidence of Pg = 0.70 is computed for this

profile based on equation 4.46.

A more critical situation arises when this fog layer is lifted from the

ground. The process of fog ’lifting’ involves a significant depletion of cloud

liquid water content. Beginning in the lowermost part of the fog, radiative

cooling ceases and heat flux from the ground serves to evaporate fog droplets

(Roach, 1995). An example of such a situation of a fog layer lifted to a small

height above ground is shown in figure 4.29. This data again is extracted

from Pinnick et al. (1978). Again, there is no data above 155 m; it was

assumed that liquid water content above this height linearly drops to 0

within a further 30 m. In agreement with the prediction stated above, this

lifted profile is clearly sub-adiabatic and thus adequately approximated by

the model. Ground fog confidence is at Pg = 0.23. The adiabatic model and

parameterisation on the other hand overestimate cloud thickness.

The results of all three profiles discussed are summarised in table 4.2.

Based on these profiles and the considerations presented in conjunction with

them, it can be presumed that the sub-adiabatic profile assumption used in
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Figure 4.29: A profile of uplifted fog as reported by Pinnick et al. (1978) with a

cloud base height of 57.5m. Explanations in figure 4.26. The thin horizontal line

indicates the upper limit of the original data. For a listing of measurements and

modelled values see 4.2.

Profile W Cloud base Deviation Deviation Deviation Ground

(fig.) [gm−3] observed new model adiabatic Brenguier fog con-

[m] [m] [m] [m] fidence

4.26 22.0 745 -4 -24 +76 0.00

4.28 99.0 0 -92.5 -60.5 +29 0.70

4.29 10.8 57.5 -1 +12 +30.5 0.23

Table 4.2: Comparison of cloud base heights for the profiles presented in fig-

ures 4.26, 4.28 and 4.29 by different methods.
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the new model is valid for ground fog, low stratus clouds and lifted fog

layers. The thickness of ground fog patches may be overestimated; how-

ever, this is not critical, as ground contact of the layer will be predicted

accurately nonetheless in these situations. Based on the profile analysis dis-

cussed her, overall performance of the new model is expected to present a

marked improvement over adiabatic assumptions.

In combination, the methods presented in this and the previous sections

of this chapter make up the Satellite-based Operational Fog Observation

Scheme (SOFOS). They are applied consecutively: First, low stratus areas

are delineated, then cloud top height is determined for these, and finally,

cloud base height is computed using the technique introduced in this chapter.

In this way, fog and ground fog areas can be identified. The entire scheme

is composed of predominantly new methods and tests combined in a unique

and novel way to the end of fog detection.



Chapter 5

Validation and Appraisal

5.1 Validation Approach

In order to appraise the performance of the scheme, an extensive validation

study was conducted. The central aim of this exercise was to reach an

assessment whether the newly developed fog detection scheme is applicable

in operational processing. The validation study consists of two types of

evaluations:

• A comprehensive statistical evaluation of algorithm output for a set of

scenes. Performance of both, very low cloud detection and ground fog

delineation are explored separately.

• Analysis of selected scenes, highlighting strengths and weaknesses of

the scheme and thus contributing to the explanation of the compre-

hensive results.

First, data selection and methodology are discussed, followed by a pre-

sentation of validation study results and a concluding appraisal.

5.1.1 Aims and Data Selection

The general target of a validation study is to assess the validity of a tech-

nique, i.e. its agreement with reality. In the particular case of an operational

satellite-based product with spatially relevant results the following require-

ments must be met by a reference data set used in validation:

• Validity/reliability. A reference data set needs to be of trusted and

operational quality.
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• Good spatial coverage. Ideally, the entire study area should be covered

with reference data evenly distributed.

• Appropriate temporal resolution. In order to track change over time,

reference data should be available at a frequency of one hour or better.

As stated in the motivation for this work (chapter 1), no appropriate

spatial data is available on fog distribution. Therefore, point data, i.e. from

meteorological stations, needs to be used as a reference.

Ideally, full cloud geometry, with the parameters cloud top height and

cloud base height (ceiling), and visibility at ground level should be available.

Cloud top height however is rarely observed at ground stations, although the

synergy effects to be gained from such measurements are great (Cermak

et al., 2006).

Standard measurements available from meteorological stations in Eu-

rope include ceiling and visibility. Data sets are available as station reports

from individual national weather services, as used in Cermak & Bendix

(2006). The main advantage of these is their excellent spatial coverage and

good temporal resolution (1 h or less). However, as this data is not openly

available, a comprehensive validation study for the area covered in this work

would require numerous individual data contracts with many individual na-

tional weather services.

Station measurements of ceiling and visibility are also available globally

in the processed forms of SYNOP (surface SYNOPtic observations) and ME-

Teorological Aerodrome Report (METAR). While the former are reported

at time intervals of either three or six hours (depending on the station),

METAR are available at least hourly. Therefore, METAR data were chosen

as the reference data in this study. A description of the data is given in chap-

ter 3, along with a map of METAR stations used for validation (figure 3.2).

A total of 583 stations are included in the reference data set used.

The validation data set of satellite products needs to meet a few re-

quirements in order to allow a reasonable interpretation. The ideal satellite

product data set:

• Features a great range of atmospheric and cloud situations, allowing

for a thorough assessment of the algorithm’s skill in separating low

cloud from higher cloud layers.

• Includes numerous different low cloud situations, so that the accuracy

of ground fog detection can be tested.

• Covers all daytime hours.
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It is highly unlikely that all three conditions will be met in a random set

of satellite scenes, unless an extremely large sample is selected. Therefore,

the validation data was chosen based on visual inspection. The sole criteria

in the selection process were the requirements given above.

The satellite product data set chosen for validation consists of 1030

scenes. They cover 24 days in three periods in September (20–22), October

(07–21) and November (05–10) 2005. Within the test data set, all available

scenes were considered without prior selection. With 1030 scenes this data

set is very extensive, covers a great range of meteorological situations and

is thus very well suited for quantitative interpretation.

For each data point in the reference data set a corresponding value

was extracted from the satellite product based on the ground station co-

ordinates. To make sure only daytime pixels were used, the solar zenith

angle was checked for each data point. Where it was larger than 80◦ (cor-

responding to a solar elevation of < 10 ◦), the pixel was skipped. Statistics

were then computed for all remaining data points.

The satellite fog mask product was tested against presence of very low

clouds (ground fog plus elevated fog) and presence of ground fog. Very

low cloud presence was identified by means of cloud base height data. For

ground fog presence, visibility information from the reference data set was

used. Where visibility is below 1000 m, a ground fog situation is assumed.

5.1.2 Sources of Uncertainty

While the best available data set was chosen as validation reference (see

above), still a number of potential and inevitable draw-backs need to be

considered when evaluating this data validation in particular, and any type

of satellite - ground-measurement intercomparison in general.

Sub-pixel effects. Ground-based point measurements do not necessarily

represent the state of parameters over the entire pixel as recorded by

the satellite sensor, so the measured effects may not be detectable in

the pixel as a whole. In the case of MSG SEVIRI the nominal size of a

pixel at sub-satellite point (0◦N, 3.4◦W) is 3 by 3 km, yielding an even

larger area per pixel for Europe. Sub-pixel effects are of particular

importance at the margins of a fog patch. Moreover, a meteorological

station may be located at the intersection of two pixels, making it

nearly impossible to attribute its data to either one. Therefore some

cases of low cloud cover reported locally at a ground station may not

be representative of a wider area and thus not picked up by the satellite

sensor.
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Collocation. While on the whole the geo-location of Meteosat 8 is stable,

slight changes may occur in individual scenes. In operational process-

ing, manual filtering of these scenes is impossible. One therefore has

to consider that features may be found in a pixel other than the ex-

pected one in some instances. On top of this, the observation angle

is of importance: In the study area, the satellite zenith angle ranges

between about 45 and 65◦. While this is no great problem for very thin

fog layers with a top height close to sea level, it becomes increasingly

problematic at higher elevations: The atmospheric column observed

vertically from the ground does not match the slant column seen from

the satellite at a given zenith angle. This results in the observation of

different features at a seemingly collocated pixel.

Timing. One MSG SEVIRI hemispherical scan takes 15 minutes, from south

to north. Therefore the nominal time (end of the scan cycle) assigned

to each scene is not the actual scan time at a given location some-

where within that scene. For this reason the features observed on the

ground may not always match those seen in a supposedly correspond-

ing satellite image. This holds true especially for dissipating fog. Also,

the METAR data is not recorded simultaneously at all stations. Re-

ports may occur at any minute of the hour. For comparison with the

satellite products all METARs collected within the 15 minute interval

corresponding to a nominal SEVIRI scan cycle are compared to the

products of the same.

Cloud overlap. The reference data set contains information on the lower-

most cloud layer, while the satellite product describes the uppermost.

The satellite product is therefore likely to miss any low cloud situ-

ations hidden below higher-level clouds, and well represented in the

validation data set. This potential problem is explored in detail be-

low.

Reference data availability/coverage. While the land masses in the stu-

dy area are well covered by METAR stations, no reference data is

available over the Atlantic Ocean and North sea (figure 3.2). How-

ever, the Mediterranean Sea and the English Channel are represented

by some island stations.

Reference data accuracy. Lastly, the quality of the ground-based mea-

surements is very variable. In many cases the parameters visibility

and cloud height are not derived from measurements (transmissome-

ters, ceilometers) but estimated by a human observer. In the latter
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case the data are only classified roughly and depend on the highly sub-

jective assessment of a person (WMO, 1996). Nonetheless METAR

data represents the international standard of ground-based measure-

ments and has been used successfully in similar validation studies (e.g.

Fowler et al., 2004).

All these factors present limitations on the quantitative interpretability

of the validation study results. However, they are mostly system-inherent

to the validation of a satellite product and cannot be eliminated or abated.

Moreover, as long as these limitations are kept in mind when interpreting the

statistical results of the validation study, a thorough and useful exploration

of product strengths and weakness is possible.

5.1.3 Intercomparison Methodology

The skill of a forecast or classification is defined as the improvement over

an uninformed random prediction (Briggs & Ruppert, 2004). The quan-

titative skill assessment for such dichotomous classifications is a common

task in the analysis of spatial products. In the climatology and meteorology

domains, the use of contingency-table-based statistics has a long tradition

and is still widely recognised as the most appropriate approach to product

validation. A wide number of scalar indicators have been proposed, applied

and evaluated (e.g. Baldwin & Kain, 2004; Brooks & Doswell, 1996;

Doswell et al., 1990; Marzban, 1998; Murphy, 1993; Stephenson, 2000;

Thornes & Stephenson, 2001; Wilson & Burrows, 2004; Wright &

Thomas, 1998; Zhang & Casey, 2000). Out of these, a range of indicators

were chosen based on their specific information content and successful ap-

plication in similar studies. They will be briefly introduced in the following

paragraphs.

The basis of all indicators is a 2 by 2 contingency table showing agree-

ment and disagreement in the dichotomous classification to be tested and

reference data set (table 5.1). In this table, A gives the number of correctly

predicted instances of the property (hits), B false alarms (property predicted

but not present), C misses (property present but not predicted) and D cor-

rect negatives. The sum of all columns and rows A+B +C +D = n is the

total size of the sample.

For each comparison data set a table of this kind is computed. The sta-

tistical indicators are calculated based on the values A to D, as detailed in

table 5.2. The following paragraphs briefly highlight the focus and interpre-

tation of each indicator.
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Observation Yes Observation No

Prediction Yes A B

Prediction No C D

Table 5.1: Contingency table. A: Correctly identified situations (hits), B: False

alarms, C: Misses, D: Correct negatives.

Accuracy (Acc). This is a very simple indicator of the overall prediction

quality, calculated as the ratio of correct predictions and the sample

size. While generally a value of 1 indicates optimum accuracy, nothing

is said about the relative importance of correct identifications (A) and

correct negatives (D). This can be misleading in cases with either a

very low or a very high frequency of the sought property.

Bias Score (BS). The bias establishes an indirect relation between false

alarms (B) and misses (C) and can be interpreted as a measure of

overestimation (BS > 1) or underestimation (BS < 1) of the property

in question.

Hit Rate (HR). Also referred to as ’probability of detection’, the hit rate

quantifies the skill of a method in correctly predicting the presence of

a property. It expresses the portion of hits in all positive observations,

i.e. the fraction of properly detected situations.

Probability of False Detection (PFD). In analogy to the hit rate, the

probability of false detection expresses the portion of false alarms in

all negative observations.

False Alarm Rate (FAR). The false alarm rate gives the portion of false

alarms in all positive predictions. This indicator is sensibly interpreted

together with the hit rate.

Threat Score (TS). The threat score (also: ’critical success index’) con-

siders hits, false alarms and misses and is interpreted as an indication

of overall classification correctness. It is the total fraction of the cor-

rectly identified situations in all predictions and observations. This

measure is very robust regarding sample distribution. In joint inter-

pretation with hit and false alarm rates, a good characterisation of

classification skill can be reached.

Hanssen–Kuipers Discriminant (HKD). This parameter combines all

four fields of the contingency table. In essence, it is the difference
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between hit rate and probability of false detection and thus aims to

express overall prediction skill.

Each of these indicators has its particular strengths and weaknesses, so

that for each validation test all values will be given and interpreted as ap-

propriate. While this compilation of course does not comprise the full range

of statistical indicators available (see above), it is fully appropriate in the

light of the present study. A very good characterisation of the classification

results can be obtained by applying a combination of the mentioned tests.

Name Equation Range Best

Accuracy Acc = A+D
n 0 · · · 1 1

Bias Score BS = A+B
A+C 0 · · ·∞ 1

Hit Rate HR = A
A+C 0 · · · 1 1

False Alarm Rate FAR = B
A+B 0 · · · 1 0

Probability of False PFD = B
B+D 0 · · · 1 0

Detection

Threat Score TS = A
A+B+C 0 · · · 1 1

Hanssen–Kuipers HKD = A
A+C − B

B+D −1 · · · 1 1

Discriminant

Table 5.2: Statistical indicators used in this study, with computation, theoretical

range of values and best value (for a maximum skill prediction).

In order to compensate for the collocation issues outlined above, all in-

dices were computed not only for individual pixels, but also for a 3 by 3 pixel

environment. This approach was based on the assumption that the sought-

after ground station might be represented in one of the pixels neighbouring

the one identified as the theoretical location. Each 3 by 3 pixel environ-

ment was therefore tested for the presence of the feature found in the corre-

sponding ground station data. Where any one of the pixels agreed with the

reference measurement, it was taken to be the sought-after location. Since

this approach is somewhat biased, both, the pixel-based and the 3 by 3

approaches are represented in the following.
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5.2 Validation Study

In the following, the results of the validation study will be presented and

interpreted. After a short description of the satellite product data set, low

cloud presence statistics are analysed; then, the same is done for ground

fog. Both main parts start with a discussion of summary statistics and then

analyse these in detail, using example scenes where appropriate.

5.2.1 Product Data Set

The share of low cloud and fog situations in a satellite scene depends on the

meteorological situation encountered and may vary widely. This is expressed

in a cloud classification derived from the cloud tests described in section 4.2.

Table 5.3 summarises the classification results for the validation period. The

variability of the scenes is very well represented in these figures. Total cloud

cover as well as the frequencies of cloud types vary widely, so that a great

range of very dissimilar cloud situations are indeed covered by the validation

data set. The average scene has a cloud cover of slightly more than half the

pixels, 2 fifths of which are ice clouds. The water clouds are split into

medium and high clouds (1 quarter) and low clouds, with roughly a third of

the latter low stratus. Of the low stratiform clouds, about one quarter have

ground contact (ground fog).

Class Min Max Mean Standard

Deviation

Clear 2.94 97.49 44.68 15.91

– Snow 0.00 2.24 0.26 0.21

Ice cloud 0.00 61.72 23.62 10.73

Medium/high water cloud 0.36 34.47 6.85 4.45

Low water cloud 0.00 56.87 24.84 9.24

– Low stratus cloud 0.00 56.64 7.73 4.59

– Ground fog 0.00 8.73 2.01 1.81

Table 5.3: Shares of individual (cloud) classes in percent of the total area of the

1030 scenes considered. Indented classes are included in the count of the previous

non-indented class.

In figures 5.1 and 5.2 the relative frequencies of very low clouds (ground

plus elevated fog) and ground fog respectively are given over the validation

study period. No particular pattern can be observed in the distributions;

the data set displays a great variation on the temporal axis.
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Figure 5.1: Share of low water cloud pixels in each scene, from the first to the

last scene in the data set (abscissa in % of total scenes used, chronological order).
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Figure 5.2: Share of ground fog pixels in each scene, from the first to the last

scene in the data set (abscissa in % of total scenes used, chronological order).
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5.2.2 Very Low Cloud/Ground Fog Plus Elevated Fog

Table 5.4 summarises the results of the statistical appraisal of very low cloud

detection based on the validation methodology discussed above. Figures for

both the single-pixel and the 3 by 3 pixel environment approaches are pre-

sented. The accuracy figures reveal that 56% of situations were correctly

classified in the former and 71% in the latter case. At 15% the differences be-

tween both approaches are therefore evident. Both methods however agree in

that by tendency the number of very low cloud situations is underestimated

by the algorithm, as shown by bias scores of 0.67 and 0.77. Underestimation

is marked for the single-pixel approach (BS = 0.67) and smaller, but still

considerable for 3 by 3 pixels. The combination of hit rate and false alarm

rate corroborates this conclusion: 52 and 68% of situations are properly de-

tected. Therefore, even in the 3 by 3 pixel comparison, slightly more than

30% of very low cloud situations go undetected. At the same time, the num-

ber of very low cloud situations falsely reported by the algorithm for this

approach is low at 12% (22% for single-pixel comparison). The probability

of false detection is somewhat higher than the FAR, resulting in Hanssen–

Kuipers figures of 0.17 and 0.46 for the approaches respectively. At 0.62

the threat score computed for the 3 by 3 pixel case shows that overall, good

skill can be expected from the algorithm. In this as in all other figures a

marked difference between the single-pixel and more suitable 3 by 3 pixel

approaches is evident.

Indicator 1 pixel 3 x 3 pixels

Acc 0.56 0.71

BS 0.67 0.77

HR 0.52 0.68

FAR 0.22 0.12

PFD 0.36 0.22

TS 0.46 0.62

HK 0.17 0.46

Table 5.4: Statistical summary of the very low cloud validation study for the

single-pixel approach and the 3 by 3 pixel environment (for details see text).

Figure 5.3 differentiates the threat score by station over the validation

study period (3 by 3 pixel approach). No clear regional bias towards better

performance in any particular part of Europe can be observed. Very good

skill is found in marine regions, continental plains and the peri-alpine areas
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alike. Interestingly, stations close together sometimes display noticeable

discrepancies in skill. Mildenhall (52.4◦N, 0.6◦E) and Lakenheath (52.4◦N,

0.5◦E, about 10 km further west) for instance have very different threat

scores (0.20 and 0.82 respectively, overlapping in figure 5.3). This may

possibly be an indication of poor station data quality in some cases. As

stated above already, this is a factor to be considered in the interpretation

of the statistics.
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Figure 5.3: Threat scores by station for the validation study period (3 by 3 pixel

approach). For discussion see text.

As mentioned above, the hit rate is very likely kept low artificially by

cloud overlap; some low cloud situations observed from the ground cannot

be detected from the satellite perspective, because they are ’hidden’ un-

der higher-level clouds. In addition, high-reaching frontal clouds (cumulus,

cumulonimbus) frequently have low ceiling heights as well; Although their

tops are in higher levels of the troposphere, they would thus be (incorrectly)

indicated as low clouds in the reference data. Indeed, as shown in table 5.3,

on average about 30% of the total scene area, corresponding to more than
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50% of the cloud area, was classified as some high or medium level cloud

(ice or water).

The 1030 UTC scene of 8 November 2005 is a good example of such a sit-

uation. The central and south-eastern parts of the scene are dominated by a

high pressure area centred on the Czech Republic and reaching to Spain and

the Ukraine. Radiation fog patches are present in several countries, includ-

ing France, Germany, Italy and Switzerland. In the north-western part of

the scene, a low pressure area with its centre to the north of the British isles

influences the weather. A cold-frontal cloud band stretches from northern

Portugal to Finland. Figure 5.4 shows the satellite classification (simpli-

fied into high and low cloud classes) in conjunction with the corresponding

METAR observations (classified into low cloud, high cloud and clear cases).

The thermal infrared image shown in figure 5.5 very clearly underlines the

presence of the cold (high) cloud band. A great number of ’low cloud’

METAR observations are located within this band. Assuming that these

measurements are correct, high-reaching clouds are obviously the source of

this disagreement between satellite and reference data assessment.

The hit rate for this particular scene is 66% (FAR = 9%, TS = 62%,

3 by 3 pixel approach), which is close to the overall value of all scenes . If

one were to leave aside all situations with high-level clouds identified in the

satellite product, the hit rate would rise to 93% (FAR = 9%, TS = 85%) for

this scene. In the case shown here, and presumably many more, the ’true’

scheme performance therefore is much better than suggested by the previous

hit rate figure of 66%.

In order to estimate the potential scale of cloud overlap and high-reaching

clouds for the entire validation data set, the validation presented in table 5.4

has been recomputed. In this re-computation low cloud situations found in

the reference data set but matched with high-level clouds in the product

were not considered. Of course this will also exclude misclassifications of

cloud height; the new figures are therefore only meant as a rough indication

of the potential scale of this technical problem. The hit rate is increased

markedly now, to 71% for the single-pixel approach and 85% for the 3 by 3

pixel environments. This indicates that the combination reference low –

product high does indeed account for many of the previously undetected

low cloud situations.

The analysis of the low cloud situations still missed after the exclusion of

overlapping cloud layers reveals a great portion of situations with little cloud

cover at the station. METAR data contains cloud cover information sorted

into 5 classes: ’none’, ’few clouds’ (corresponding to 1 or 2 okta = eights),

’scattered clouds’ (3 or 4 okta), ’broken clouds’ (5 to 7 okta), and ’overcast’
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Figure 5.4: Simplified satellite cloud classification and corresponding METAR

observations, 1030 UTC, 8 November 2005. The corresponding infrared image is

shown in figure 5.5 for orientation.

(8 okta). Figure 5.6 shows that the greatest portion of the low missed cloud

situations falls into the categories with 4 okta (1/2) or less cloud cover.

Given the large sample distance of MSG over Europe, it appears very likely

that few or scattered low clouds will not be visible at the pixel level, i.e.

the observations are only of local relevance and thus not represented in the

signal recorded by the satellite sensor.

A typical example of such a situation is presented in the scene of 0900 UTC,

22 September 2005 (figures 5.7 and 5.8). This scene is dominated by a high

pressure area centred on the southern Baltic area and covering most of con-

tinental Europe. A very persistent low stratus field extends across the Baltic

Sea and further south-eastwards. Radiation fog formed overnight in many

valleys throughout continental Europe. By 0900 UTC many of these patches

have cleared already, others remain at least partially. Figure 5.7 gives an

overview of the cloud cover situation along with a simplified satellite classifi-
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Figure 5.5: 10.8µm channel blackbody temperature image, as a complement to

figure 5.4.

cation. Cloud cover data in the areas not classified as cloudy by the satellite

algorithm almost uniformly indicates ’few’ clouds, with isolated occurrences

of ’scattered’ clouds. Many misses occur in southern Germany – these are

very likely fog patches in their final dissipation stages. None of the missed

cloud situations here or elsewhere can be detected by visual inspection of the

corresponding reflectance image, the cloud cover very obviously is too locally

confined to be representative at the spatial resolution of MSG SEVIRI. The

hit rate for this scene is at 70%, which again is close to the overall value

for all scenes. After the removal of cloud overlap situations as performed

above, the hit rate for this scene would be 83%. If in addition all misses with

cloud cover of 4 okta or less were removed, 99% of low cloud cases would be

detected accurately.

In order to quantitatively assess this for the entire data set, the hit rate

for all scenes has been recomputed not only excluding overlap (as above),

but also all missed low cloud situations with few or scattered clouds (half
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of missed low cloud situations by cloud cover classes.

’Few’ corresponds to 1–2 okta (eigths), ’Scattered’ to 3–4 okta, ’Broken’ to 5–7

okta, and ’Overcast’ to 8 okta.

of the sky or less covered by clouds). Now, the hit rate would rise to 95%

(single-pixel) and 98% (3 by 3 pixel environment). This underlines the initial

conjecture that the missed low cloud situations are mostly too small and

locally confined (non-representative) to be detected by the satellite sensor.

5.2.3 Ground Fog

The presence of ground fog was tested against visibility measurements in the

reference data set, with ground fog defined as a situation with a visibility

of up to 1000 m (cf. chapter 2). On the satellite side, all predictions with a

ground fog confidence level Pg of 0.5 or greater were considered ground fog

(see section 4.4). As cloud geometry computation is only implemented for

clouds previously identified as very low stratus (see chapter 4), the validation

statistics consequently only include these cases.

Table 5.5 summarises the statistical results. Again, the 3 by 3 pixel

environment displays a much better skill. The accuracy of both approaches

is at the maximum of 1.00, mostly due to the numerous correct negatives (D

in table 5.1, correctly identified non-ground-fog situations). The bias score

points to a slight overestimation of ground fog situations for the single-pixel

approach. However, the combination of hit and false alarm rates reveals a

significant under-detection coupled with high levels of false alarms. This is

also expressed in the low threat score of 0.26.

The poor skill obtained in the single-pixel approach can probably be

attributed to small-scale variations in surface elevation. The ground fog

confidence level is obtained by comparing computed cloud base height with

a surface elevation value extracted from a digital elevation model at the

spatial resolution of SEVIRI. However, the averaged elevation value for each

of these pixels is unlikely to agree with the actual station elevation, leading
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Figure 5.7: Cloud cover observed at METAR stations compared with the satellite

classification, 0900 UTC, 22 September 2005. Reflectance measured in the 0.6µm

channel is given for orientation in figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Reflectance measured in the 0.6µm channel, 0900 UTC, 22 September

2005. The corresponding cloud classification is shown in figure 5.7.
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to misestimations of ground fog presence.

Accordingly, the 3 by 3 pixel approach yields much better results. At

constant accuracy, the threat score now more than doubles (0.58), the hit

rate reaches a satisfactory 74% and the false alarm rate drops to 27%.

Indicator 1 pixel 3 x 3 pixels

Acc 1.00 1.00

BS 1.53 1.02

HR 0.52 0.74

FAR 0.66 0.27

PFD 0.00 0.00

TS 0.26 0.58

HK 0.52 0.74

Table 5.5: Statistical summary of the ground fog validation study for the single-

pixel approach and the 3 by 3 pixel environment (see text), using elevation data

from a digital elevation model at satellite spatial resolution. Results based on a

ground fog confidence level of 0.5.

In the light of these findings, a more appropriate approach to ground–

satellite intercomparisons may be the use of individual station elevation

data instead of the averaged satellite-scale digital elevation model. In this

approach, the ground fog confidence level is computed using satellite-derived

cloud base height and the surface elevation of the respective METAR station.

The statistical indicators were thus recomputed using these station-specific

confidence levels, again with a cut-off level of Pg = 0.5. The results are

presented in table 5.6.

Indicator 1 pixel 3 x 3 pixels

Acc 1.00 1.00

BS 2.03 1.11

HR 0.56 0.81

FAR 0.72 0.27

PFD 0.00 0.00

TS 0.23 0.62

HK 0.56 0.81

Table 5.6: Statistical summary of the ground fog validation study for the single-

pixel approach and the 3 by 3 pixel environment (see text), using real elevation data

for each ground station. Results based on a ground fog confidence level of 0.5.
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The most obvious change is a increase in the hit rate in both, the single-

pixel and 3 by 3 pixel approaches. The overall quality of the former changes

only very little as indicated by threat score and Hanssen–Kuippers discrim-

inant. This is due to an increased false alarm ratio. For the 3 by 3 pixel

environment, results have improved however. At a constant false alarm rate

the hit rate has risen by seven points to 81%.

A portion of the false alarms may possibly be explained by the wind

speed near the ground: Where this parameter is too large, fog cannot persist

directly at the ground surface, although it may still be present at very

low elevations. The average wind speed reported by METAR stations for

the correctly identified ground fog situations is 1.5m/s, with a standard

deviation of 1.3. For false alarms, i.e. situations incorrectly classified as

ground fog, average wind speed reaches 3.2 m/s, more than one standard

deviation in excess of mean ground fog wind speed. It thus seems plausible

that local variations in wind conditions very near the ground may indeed

alter the visibility conditions at the surface. The small changes produced by

this process are not detected by the satellite sensor, leading to false alarms.

The probability of false detection figure remains at 0, owing to the large

number of correct negatives. This leads to an increase in the Hanssen–

Kuipers discriminant to 81%. The overall threat score now reaches 0.62

showing that good skill can be expected from the ground fog detection

scheme.

The distribution of threat scores in the study region is shown in figure 5.9.

Only stations with ground fog reports in the validation study period are

shown. As in the very low cloud validation (figure 5.3), no clear regional

pattern can be detected, indicating that the skill level is approximately even

throughout the study area. Some of the smaller threat scores are at or near

river courses, and thus possibly in varied relief. But the data does not allow

for any definite conclusions in this regard.

In the validation statistics presented above, a cut-off ground fog confi-

dence level of 0.5 was used. The reason behind this choice is that 0.5 is

defined as the level where cloud base height and surface elevation match. In

order to assess the changes incurred by varying this threshold, statistics were

also computed for other cut-off levels. The variation of hit and false alarm

rates with changes in threshold was explored in more detail. The receiver

operating characteristic (ROC) curve is a common form of presentation for

such analyses of probabilistic classifications (Wilson & Burrows, 2004;

Marzban, 2004). In a normal ROC, hit rate and probability of false detec-

tion are plotted on the axes. Since the large number of correct negatives in

combination with the 3 by 3 pixel approach keeps PFD values very low how-
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Figure 5.9: Threat scores by station for the validation study period (3 by 3 pixel

approach) for ground fog presence. Only stations with ground fog reports in the

validation study period are shown. For discussion see text.
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ever, a pseudo-ROC presentation using FAR was chosen here. Figure 5.10

shows the variation in hit rate and false alarm rate for a range of ground

fog confidence levels.
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Figure 5.10: The skill of the fog detection algorithm at different ground fog con-

fidence levels (indicated by the numbers next to the data points). Skill is plotted as

a function of false alarm rate (FAR) and hit rate (HR). Numerical labels are fog

confidence levels. The diagonal line represents a hypothetical forecast with no skill.

Generally, proximity to the upper left hand corner of the plot indicates

increasing skill of a classification. The positions of points in the plot very

clearly show that scheme performance with varying probability levels is a

trade-off between hit and false alarm rates, as one increases with the other.

In this case, the classification remains well above the zero skill line for all

probability levels plotted (as shown in the plot), indicating that the ground

fog classification scheme is of reliable quality. The application of a ground

fog probability cutoff level of 0.5 appears appropriate in this context.

5.3 Validation Summary

The validation study has provided insights into the strengths and weaknesses

of the newly developed fog detection scheme. Separated into comparisons

for the detection of very low cloud and fog, and ground fog delineation,

statistical evidence for algorithm skill has been presented. The study results

suggest throughout that the intercomparison of product and reference data

on a 3 by 3 pixel matrix is more appropriate than a single-pixel approach.

Of the very low cloud situations present in the reference data set, about

70 to 85% are detected by the new scheme. The undetected occurrences can
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largely be explained by cloud overlap, high-reaching clouds and sub-pixel

cloudiness. The false alarm rate is low at 12%.

Ground fog delineation was also achieved to a satisfactory degree, with

a hit rate of 81% and a threat score of 0.62. The skill of the new scheme is

considerably better than a naive forecast despite misclassifications in some

situations.

A number of uncertainties concerning data comparability and quality

make a strictly quantitative interpretation of the results difficult. Nonethe-

less, the study has clearly highlighted the skill of the new scheme. The

applicability of the new method in an operational framework can therefore

be assumed, for both very low cloud detection and ground fog delineation.



Chapter 6

Summary and Outlook

6.1 Summary

Knowledge of fog spatio-temporal distribution is of great value in the fields

of climatology, traffic safety and air quality monitoring. So far, no adequate

method existed for the detection and monitoring of fog at high temporal and

spatial resolutions. Meteorological station measurements lack the spatial

coverage and interpolation proves impractical. Satellite retrievals used to

be available only on polar orbiting platforms due to spectral constraints,

with poor temporal resolutions. Further, objective daytime satellite-based

fog detection was an unsolved problem with operational algorithms only

available for nighttime.

The central aim of the present study therefore was to develop a novel

method for the operational detection of daytime fog based on geostation-

ary satellite data, the Satellite-based Operational Fog Observation Scheme

(SOFOS).

With the advent of Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) Spinning-En-

hanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) in 2003, a geostationary satel-

lite system with significantly improved spectral and spatial resolutions has

become available. The main thesis of this study was that operational day-

time fog detection is possible using data of this system. The approach taken

to explore this conjecture rests upon three hypotheses:

1. Fog can be detected by implicitly and explicitly addressing its physical

and spatial features.

2. Ground fog detection can be based on cloud geometry information, i.e.

a computation of cloud thickness and cloud height.
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3. The above criteria are sufficiently stable to allow for automated, ob-

jective fog detection in any unknown data set.

The exploration of these hypotheses required the development and as-

sembly of an entirely new methodology composed of a wide range of novel

and innovative algorithms and approaches. The successful development and

implementation of this new technique consisted of three components:

1. A new method for the delineation of very low stratus clouds was de-

veloped. This technique is based on the assumption that both ground

and elevated fog manifest themselves as very low stratiform clouds. A

series of spectral and spatial tests was developed to identify various

fog properties and thus reach a separation of fog and very low stratus

from conflicting surfaces such as clear areas and non-fog clouds. The

spectral tests provide a rough separation of cloudy and clear surfaces,

as well as exclusion of some obvious non-fog cloud types. These spec-

tral tests are largely new developments, while some had to be adapted

to the specific requirements of the SEVIRI system. In the second part

of the scheme, a newly devised innovative approach based on spatially

coherent and discrete entities of cloud-covered pixels is used to identify

very low and stratiform cloud areas.

2. The detection of ground fog was addressed with the development of

a novel technique for the determination of very low stratus geometry.

Ground fog is assumed to be present where the base of a given cloud

is at the ground surface. As cloud base height cannot be retrieved

directly, but results from the difference of cloud top height and cloud

geometrical thickness, techniques for the retrieval of the latter two

parameters were developed and implemented. Cloud top height is

computed using a considerably enhanced version of a cloud margin

height interpolation technique. For cloud thickness retrieval, a new

cloud profile model was developed. It is based on a microphysical

cloud model simulating liquid water distribution within a stratiform

boundary layer cloud with given height and temperature constraints.

The relation of cloud top height, computed cloud base height and

surface elevation is used to derive a ground fog confidence level as a

predictor of ground fog occurrence in each location.

3. An operational framework for the near-real-time processing of Me-

teosat SEVIRI data and product generation, FMet, was developed.

This framework serves four purposes:
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• To handle incoming raw satellite data and convert it into a form

usable by the product algorithms. This includes image calibra-

tion, geometry computation and regional sub-setting.

• To provide a range of newly developed and specially adapted

auxiliary products required by the subsequent fog detection al-

gorithms. The most important among these are the clear sky

reflectance, precipitable water content and surface temperature

products.

• To serve as a framework within which product algorithms are

implemented.

• To handle post-processing, i.e. archiving, format conversion and

projection.

FMet was newly developed along these lines and implemented on stan-

dard PCs.

The fog detection scheme was tested in an extensive validation study us-

ing Meteorological Aerodrome Reports (METARs) as reference data. The

detection of very low clouds and ground fog were assessed separately and

both products were shown to be very stable and reliable. The validation

study area includes most of western and central Europe with land and sea

areas and thus spans a wide range of very different conditions for fog forma-

tion. As no significant regional differences could be observed in algorithm

performance and since the latter does not depend on any region-specific

assumptions, the transferability of the new scheme to other areas may be

safely assumed.

The validation study shows that the initial hypotheses could not be

falsified and should be accepted: The detection of fog is possible by means of

the new technique, which incorporates the delineation of very low stratiform

clouds and cloud geometry considerations into an operational framework. A

solid, objective and reliable approach is thus found to overcome the deficits

of previously existing methods, both satellite-based and other.

The operational near-real-time observation of fog in a spatially adequate

perspective has thus become possible for the first time, opening up many

new perspectives. Possible applications include

• The near-real-time monitoring of fog development in space, with im-

plications on short-term traffic safety decision.

• The improvement of fog forecasts and air quality monitoring.
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• Statistical evaluation of low stratus frequency and dynamics as a basis

for the quantification of climatological effects.

To all of these applications, the new scheme provides invaluable infor-

mation not available before from any source.

6.2 Outlook

As an outlook and a demonstration of the potential of SOFOS, the scheme’s

applicability in the climatological domain will be briefly highlighted in the

following. Climatological studies were cited as one motivation for the present

research in the introduction (chapter 1). While the short time series of MSG

SEVIRI data available so far does not allow for climatologically significant

deductions, the potential of such data aggregations and statistical evalua-

tions can nonetheless be highlighted on this basis.

So far satellite-based fog climatologies had to rely on data from polar

orbiting satellite systems (e.g. Bendix, 2001a,b, 2002). Therefore, no more

than one or two satellite overpasses were available per day. With the new

method based on MSG SEVIRI data, a much more complete picture of

fog occurrence can be drawn. The number of fog days or hours can be used

instead of a relative frequency. Also, while previous approaches included the

preselection of appropriate satellite scenes, the new algorithm is operational

and thus can be applied automatically, even to scenes contaminated by other

clouds and with no fog occurrence at all.

In order to briefly highlight the potential of the new scheme for clima-

tological applications, results have been aggregated for some sample time

series. Figure 6.1 shows the number of days with observations of very low

stratus at daytime for 2004. Following the international definition of a fog

day (WMO, 1992), all days with the occurrence of very low stratus at any

time were considered in the aggregation. The products computed for all rel-

evant 12823 daytime scenes were used, corresponding to a 15 minute interval

over all 366 days of the year.

The general distribution pattern of elevated fog and very low stratus

clouds shows good agreement with the expected situation. Marine low stra-

tus frequency in the Atlantic and North Sea regions is very high and easily

explained by the high moisture availability. The Mediterranean on the other

hand displays much lower frequencies. This is due to the higher tempera-

tures in this area. Southern Europe on the whole had a smaller number

of daytime very low stratus situations in 2004 for that same reason. Fog

frequently clears very early. As this composite image represents daytime
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Figure 6.1: Number of days with daytime very low stratus cover in 2004, based

on 12823 scenes (366 days).

situations only, the relative importance of radiation fog is reduced. The im-

portance of advective fog situations increases with elevation, as the relative

cloud height decreases. Therefore, mountain ranges (most prominently the

Alps) feature higher frequencies of very low stratus than valleys.

Another implication of using daytime scenes is that a high number of fog

situations in advanced stages is observed. One instance of this can be seen in

the Upper Rhine Valley between the Vosges Mountains and the Black Forest,

where a higher frequency is observed in the eastern half (German side).

This is probably representative of radiation fog dissipation, where remaining

cloud patches drift with the prevailing western winds. The straight line along

the northern edge is an artifact produced by the entity-based components.

As another example, figure 6.2 shows the number of daytime ground

fog hours detected in December 2004, based on all 1665 relevant scenes of

this month. The aggregation of meteorological properties by hours is quite

customary in climatological evaluations (e.g. for sunshine hours). With
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the new fog detection scheme, this kind of satellite application has become

possible for the first time.
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Figure 6.2: Hours with daytime ground fog in the study area, December 2004,

based on 1665 scenes (31 days).

Although data for only one month is considered here, some very plausible

patterns can be observed in figure 6.2. According to this map, in December

2004 ground fog occurrence was high in the fog-prone regions of northern

France, the mountainous and elevated areas of Spain, Germany and the

Czech Republic, along the Carpatians and in the Swiss Mittelland. Regions

at lower elevations, such as the Netherlands, northern Germany and the

Polish plains had a lower number of ground fog hours.

Along the coasts, especially the Atlantic coast of France, low stratus

frequently turns to ground fog as it drifts onto varied terrain, as in the

Bretagne. This process is clearly visible in the map; the transition is very

obvious in the low-relief areas of the Netherlands and northern Germany.

The very rare occurrence of ground fog in the northern part of the map (5

hours or less) is due to a seasonal limitation: in December, solar elevations in
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the north are low and the daytime fog detection algorithm (with a minimum

solar zenith angle of 80◦) is not applicable for prolonged periods of the day.

Figure 6.3 is a clipping from figure 6.2 and highlights the general pat-

terns for an area focused on Germany and neighbouring countries. Again,

the most important ground fog areas in December 2004 were the mountain-

ous regions, most prominently the Swabian and Frankish Alb, Fichtel Hills,

Upper Palatinate Forest, Ore Mountains and Giant Mountains. Northern

Germany experienced much less daytime ground fog in this month, as did

the large basins and valleys of the Rhine and Main rivers. The Swiss Mit-

telland, well-known for frequent fog occurrence, displays a high number of

daytime ground fog hours in December 2004 as well.
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Figure 6.3: Hours with daytime ground fog in and around Germany, December

2004, based on 1665 scenes (31 days).

In the previous chapter, the applicability and reliability of the new

scheme, and the feasibility of objective and automated satellite-based fog
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detection have been shown. The maps presented in this chapter give an out-

look on the potential of the new technique for climatological studies. Using

the scheme introduced in this study, valuable climatological information not

available from any other source can now easily be obtained.

Since SOFOS foots on spectral channels also available on many polar

orbiting systems, such as TERRA/AQUA MODIS, the transfer of the new

technique to other platforms will be easy to achieve. On top of the tempo-

ral potential the methodology unfolds on MSG SEVIRI, a portage of this

kind will provide case studies at even higher spatial resolutions (1 km for

MODIS). This perspective further expands the range of potential applica-

tions for SOFOS and will be of significant use in areas not covered by MSG

SEVIRI.



Zusammenfassung

Informationen über die raum-zeitliche Verteilung von Nebel sind von großem

Nutzen für Klimatologie, Verkehrssicherheit und Lufthygiene. Bislang exi-

stierte jedoch keine Methode zur räumlich und zeitlich hochaufgelösten Er-

fassung und Beobachtung von Nebelflächen. Wetterstationsmessungen lie-

fern nicht die notwendige räumliche Auflösung, und ihre Interpolation hat

sich als nicht praktikabel erwiesen. Satellitengestützte Verfahren waren bis-

lang aufgrund spektraler Einschränkungen nur auf Polarorbiter-Systemen

verfügbar und damit nur in schlechter zeitlicher Auflösung. Weiterhin war die

objektive satellitengestützte Nebelerkennung tagsüber ein ungelöstes Pro-

blem. Operationell einsetzbare Techniken existierten nur für die Nacht.

Das zentrale Ziel der vorliegenden Studie war daher die Entwicklung

einer neuen Methode zur operationellen Erkennung von Nebel am Tag, ba-

sierend auf geostationären Satellitendaten. Diese neu entwickelte Methode

trägt den Namen Satellite-based Operational Fog Observation Scheme (SO-

FOS).

Seit 2003 steht mit Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) Spinning-En-

hanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) ein geostationäres System mit

deutlich verbesserter spektraler und räumlicher Auflösung zur Verfügung.

Die Hauptthese dieser Arbeit war, dass die operationelle Nebelerkennung

am Tag auf Grundlage dieses Systems möglich ist. Der zur Untersuchung

dieser These gewählte Ansatz beruht auf drei Hypothesen:

1. Es ist möglich, Nebel durch implizite wie explizite Identifikation phy-

sikalischer und räumlicher Nebeleigenschaften abzugrenzen.

2. Die Erkennung von Bodennebel kann auf Basis geometrischer Wolken-

parameter erfolgen, also durch die Ermittlung von Wolkendicke und

Wolkenhöhe und den Vergleich dieser mit einem Geländemodell.

3. Die oben genannten Kriterien sind als Grundlage für die automatisier-

te, objektive Nebelerkennung in jedem beliebigen unbekannten Daten-

satz ausreichend belastbar.
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Die Untersuchung dieser Hypothesen erforderte die Entwicklung einer

völlig neuen Methodik, bestehend aus einer großen Vielfalt neuer und inno-

vativer Algorithmen und Ansätze. Die erfolgreiche Entwicklung und Umset-

zung dieser Technik bestand aus drei Schritten:

1. Eine neue Methode zur Abgrenzung sehr niedriger Stratuswolken wur-

de entwickelt. Diese Technik basiert auf der Annahme, dass sowohl

Bodennebel als auch angehobener Nebel als sehr niedrige Stratus-

wolken angesprochen werden können. Eine Reihe von spektralen und

räumlichen Einzeltests wurde entwickelt, um verschiedene Nebeleigen-

schaften zu identifizieren und so eine Abgrenzung von Nebel und sehr

niedrigem Stratus von konkurrierenden Oberflächen wie wolkenfreien

Regionen und anderen Wolken zu erreichen. Die spektralen Tests wer-

den eingesetzt, um eine grobe Trennung von bewölkten und wolkenfrei-

en Flächen zu erzielen, sowie um einige Wolkentypen, die nicht Nebel

sein können, explizit auszuschließen. Diese spektralen Tests sind zum

Großteil Neuentwicklungen, andere mussten an die speziellen Anfor-

derungen des SEVIRI-Systems angepasst werden. Im zweiten Teil des

Verfahrens werden mithilfe eines neu entwickelten, innovativen Ansat-

zes auf Basis räumlich zusammenhängender und diskreter Wolkenen-

titäten sehr niedrige und stratiforme Wolkenbereiche identifiziert.

2. Die Erkennung von Bodennebel wird mithilfe einer neu entwickelten

Methode zur Bestimmung der Geometrie sehr niedriger Stratuswolken

vorgenommen. Wenn die Basis einer Wolke lokal mit der Geländehö-

he übereinstimmt wird Bodennebel angenommen. Die Wolkenbasishö-

he kann nicht direkt ermittelt werden, sie ergibt sich jedoch aus der

Differenz von Wolkenobergrenzhöhe und Wolkendicke. Daher wurden

Techniken zur Bestimmung dieser beiden Größen entwickelt und umge-

setzt. Die Wolkenobergrenzhöhe wird mithilfe einer deutlich verbesser-

ten Version einer Wolkenrandhöhen-Interpolationsmethode bestimmt.

Zur Bestimmung der Wolkendicke wurde ein neues Wolkenprofilmodell

entwickelt. Dieses basiert auf einem mikrophysikalischen Wolkenmo-

dell, in dem unter Berücksichtigung von Wolkenhöhe und -temperatur

die Flüssigwasserverteilung innerhalb einer stratiformen Grenzschicht-

wolke simuliert wird. Die Beziehungzwischen Wolkenobergrenzhöhe,

berechneter Wolkenbasishöhe und Geländehöhe wird zur Ermittlung

eines Bodennebel-Konfidenzindikators herangezogen. Mit diesem Indi-

kator wird eine Aussage über die Wahrscheinlichkeit von Bodennebel

getroffen.
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3. Als operationeller Rahmen für die Nah-Echtzeit-Prozessierung der Me-

teosat-SEVIRI-Daten und die Produktberechnung wurde das FMet-

Programm (Framework for Meteosat data processing) entwickelt. Die-

ses dient vier verschiedenen Zwecken:

• ankommende Satelliten-Rohdaten zu verarbeiten und sie in eine

von den nachfolgenden Algorithmen verwertbare Form zu über-

führen. Dies beinhaltet Bildkalibrierung, Geometrieberechnung

und regionale Zuschnitte.

• den nachfolgenden Nebelalgorithmen eine Reihe von neu ent-

wickelten und angepassten Hilfsprodukten zur Verfügung zu stel-

len. Die wichtigsten dieser Produkte sind Hintergrundreflexion,

Niederschlagsverfügbares Wasser und Oberflächentemperatur.

• einen Rahmen für die Implementierung der Nebelerkennungsal-

gorithmen zur Verfügung zu stellen.

• der Nachprozessierung der Produkte inklusive Archivierung, For-

matumwandlung und Projekten.

FMet wurde diesen Anforderungen gemäß entwickelt und auf Standard-

PCs implementiert.

Das Nebelerkennungsverfahren wurde in einer umfangreichen Studie mit-

hilfe von METAR-Daten (Meteorological Aerodrome Reports) validiert. Die

Erkennung von sehr niedrigen Wolken und Bodennebel wurde einzeln unter-

sucht. Beide Produkte erwiesen sich als ausgesprochen stabil und zuverlässig.

Die in der Validierungsstudie betrachtete Region umfasst West- und Mittel-

europa mit Land- und Seeflächen und repräsentiert somit eine große Vielfalt

sehr verschiedener Nebelbildungsbedingungen. Da hier keine wesentlichen

regionalen Unterschiede in der Algorithmuszuverlässigkeit festgestellt wer-

den konnten und da die Methode auch nicht auf regional spezifischen An-

nahmen fußt, kann die Übertragbarkeit des neuen Verfahrens auf andere

Regionen angenommen werden.

Auf Basis der Validierungsstudie konnten die Anfangshypothesen nicht

falsifiziert werden und sollten somit angenommen werden: Nebelerkennung

ist mit dem neuen Verfahren möglich, das die Abgrenzung von sehr niedri-

gen stratiformen Wolken und Wolkengeometrieinformationen in einem ope-

rationellen Rahmen zusammenfasst. Es ist somit ein neuer objektiver und

verlässlicher Ansatz gefunden, um die Defizite vorheriger Methoden, sowohl

auf Satelliten- als auch auf anderer Basis, zu überwinden.
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Die operationelle Nebelerkennung in Nah-Echtzeit ist damit in einer

räumlich angemessenen Dimension erstmals möglich geworden. Damit er-

öffnen sich viele neue Perspektiven. Potentielle Anwendungen beinhalten:

• die Beobachtung der räumlichen Nebelentwicklung in Nah-Echtzeit,

mit positiven Auswirkungen auf kurzfristige Entscheidungen zur Ver-

besserung der Verkehrssicherheit.

• die Verbesserung von Luftqualitätsmonitoring und Nebelvorhersagen.

• statistische Auswertung der Häufigkeit und Dynamik von niedrigen

Stratuswolken als Grundlage für die Quantifizierung klimatologischer

Effekte.

Für all diese Anwendungen stellt das neue Verfahren Informationen von

außerordentlichem Wert bereit, die zuvor aus keiner anderen Quelle verfügbar

waren.
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